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Welcome...>>

I
t was the best of times, it was

the worst of times.

This first line of Charles

Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities

certainly sums up the last few

unprecedented months in all of

our lives. 

I’m delighted to see the

Coronavirus pandemic has also

brought out the very best in

people, as friends, families,

neighbours and complete

strangers put others before

themselves to make sure their

colleagues and communities are

cared for.

I hope you enjoy the latest

edition of Living With Disability,

packed full of useful information

and inspiring stories to help,

support and encourage disabled

people live independent lives –

with only the very occasional

reference to Covid-19.

I promise.

With keeping fit and staying

healthy on everyone’s mind,

we’ve got a great feature on the

largest group of brave individuals

with a learning disability ever to

take on the 26.2 mile challenge

of the Virgin Money London

Marathon.

Re-scheduled to run in

October this year, the team from

Mencap will be raising money for

the charity’s All Move initiative –

a ground-breaking schools

programme aimed at bringing

1200 children aged 11-16, both

with and without a learning

disability, together through sport.

Also hoping to make the

sports headlines is Ben Clark,

who is hoping to become the

first tetraplegic to swim 10

kilometres. He will be taking part

in a charity event for Regain, a

sports charity for tetraplegics. To

find out how you could take part

see our feature on Ben.

Maybe life on the ocean

waves is your ideal way of

staying active. If it is then the

Disabled Sailors’ Association

offers sailing sessions by the

hour, by the day or even holidays

in Spain on a fleet of roll on roll

off fully wheelchair accessible

yachts. In an interview with

LWD, founder Mike Wood MBE,

announced his latest plan to

design and build a luxury, fully

accessible, ocean going

catamaran capable of

circumnavigating the world.

We’ve got a story about

engineer Les McMahon, whose

idea to build a trike side-car for a

disabled neighbouris about to go

into production globally. There's

also a feature on Kintsugi, a great

new fashion label that tackles the

issues that disabled people have

with clothes.

Plus, as our front cover

shows, an interview with the

blind woodturner Chris Fisher

who tells LWD how he literally

turned his life around.

If you’ve got a story to tell

then email me at

clive@livingwithdisability.org.uk

or get in touch via our twitter

@livingwithDisa1
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Your guide to the 12th edition of>>

News Round-Up .........................6

Includes news on a great pet

partnership, a rugby inclusion

project, the new CEO of

Mencap and the rearranged

dates for Naidex and Disability

Awareness Day.

Specialist Manufacturer Helps

Kids Stand Tall ..........................18

Significant

new postural

products have

been

launched that

specialists say

will change

the lives of

children across the UK by

helping them to stand.

Keep On Turning......................22

Chris Fisher talks to LWD about

the highs and lows after losing

his sight aged 38 and how he

turned his life around by

turning a hobby in to a life

defining career as a renowned

woodturner.

Fierce Fashion...........................26

Award winning Emma

McClelland talks us through her

fashion collection that is

designed with disabled people

in mind – great looking clothes

that are easy to put on, fasten

and wear.

Mencap Launches Life

Changing App............................30

Find out how people with a

learning disability are achieving

greater independence thanks to

the innovative new MyLife

changing app.

Get A Bug...................................35

Find out how a disabled mother

of three became an

entrepreneur and award

winning product designer to

sort out controlling the things

she needed to take out and

about.

Hearing You Loud & Clear .....40

BT’s Relay UK

is set to make

communicating

over the phone

easier for people

with hearing

impairment.

Properly Strong & Stable .......43

Student engineer Hemal Dias

explains how his revolutionary

Stablspoon will help people

who have hand tremors to

enjoy their meal without fear 

or embarrassment or accident.

Get A Grip ..................................45

Rob Smith kept a grip on life

after suffering a high-level

spinal cord injury by setting up

the Active Hands Company to

help disabled people overcome

a variety of gripping problems.

£1 Million Award Targets The

Inactive Disabled......................51

National disability charity Sense

has been awarded £1.3 million

by Sport England to tackle the

issue of inactivity among people

with complex disabilities.

Easy Booking For Disabled

Gig-Goers ...................................69

News of Ticketmaster’s ground-

breaking technology that is

breaking down the barriers to

allow disabled gig-goers to

book tickets easily online.

AccessAble – Your

Accessibility Guide...................72

A guide that tells you how

accessible your chosen venue,

including shops, pubs,

restaurants, cinemas, theatres

Equipment>>
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Entertainment>>

Lifestyle>>
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and railway stations, will be

when you get there.

The Kindness Of Strangers ....74

Meet Nikki Isaacs who has set

up her own business, to extend

the same guidance, advice and

friendly hints and tips that have

made such a difference to her

holidays.

A Life On The Ocean Waves...82

An interview

with Mike

Wood MBE

about his

unique Roll

On Roll Off

yachts that give wheelchair

users the chance to enjoy a life

on the ocean waves.
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specialist education for autistic

children aged 11-19 to achieve

qualifications and life skills.
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Ambitions ...................................99

The Employ Autism initiative

that aims to get 10,000 young

autistic people ready for work

by 2022 is being rolled out

across the UK.

A Personal Story ....................104

Find out how

one teenager’s

experience of

Ambitious

About  Autism’s

employment

initiative gave him the

confidence to show his potential.

Engineering A Better Future

For Lewes ................................111

Engineer Les

McMahon’s

problem solving

build-a-trike

solution to get

his young

disabled

neighbour out and about is also

about to go global.

Don’t Forget Public Transport

Is For Everyone ......................116

A new transport campaign ‘it’s

everyone’s journey’ calls on

everyone to make public

transport accessible and

inclusive by considering the

needs of others.

Gunners On The Ball

With BSL..................................120

Arsenal’s hearing impaired fans

can access new technology by

SignVideo to communicate

directly with the club to buy

tickets using British Sign

Language.

Tetraplegic Targets World

Record Breaking Swim .........122

Read how

tetraplegic

Ben Clark is

preparing for

the swim of

his life as part

of Regain

Sports Charity’s In at the Deep

End event later this year.

Running For Mencap ............125

Undeterred by the

postponement of the Virgin

Money London Marathon the

biggest group of people with a
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Ad Index...................................131
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News Round-up>>

G
LOUCESTERSHIRE’S INCLUSIVE CYCLING

scheme, Wheels for All, has been given a brand-

new Tomcat ‘Dragon Trike’.

Following his spinal cord injury, Ghulam Ahmed’s

family dedicated their time to fundraising to buy a

specialist bike to help his recovery. Sadly, Ghulam

passed away in 2019 before his family was able to

buy the bike. But they were insistent that the

money they raised should go towards helping

others. 

Gloucestershire Wheels for All, a scheme run by

leading disability charity Leonard Cheshire, is the

first of six community projects to receive a Dragon

Trike thanks to the Ahmed family.

“The trikes represent part of an important legacy

to our father as they will go to benefit the

community that he became a part of,” said Nazia

White, Ghulam’s daughter. “We sincerely hope that

the users will experience the joys, thrill and health

benefits of cycling.”

Ghulam’s wife, Mrs Ahmed, presented the trike

to Wheels for All at the launch of its brand new

inclusive sessions in the Forest of Dean. The

sessions provide an opportunity for both disabled

and non-disabled people to get together and enjoy

cycling in safe, off-road environments. 

“This is a wonderful tribute,” said Mary Clare

Faulkner, project lead for Gloucestershire Wheels

for All. “We are indebted to the Ahmed family for

considering our project in making this donation. We

are so keen to open our sessions to as many

participants as possible and to be able to offer as

broad a range of bikes as we can, to cater for all

abilities.”

The Wheels for All scheme caters for ages eight

and over and for individuals with reduced or little

mobility. It supports wheelchair users and those

recovering from illness or injury. There are also

opportunities to ride for those lacking confidence or

with physical, mental, learning or sensory disabilities.

To find out more https://cycling.org.uk/locations/

gloucester-wheels-for-all

Donated Dragon Trikes Aid Pedal Power
Left to right: Sue Willis (resident at Gloucestershire House),

Mary Clare Faulkner (project lead Gloucestershire Wheels for All),

Sonia  (volunteer), Paul Mansfield (resident at Gloucestershire

House) Tammy (physio student), Mrs Ahmed.
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News Round-up>>

The UK’s Top Accessible
Venues

V
ENUES ACROSS THE UK

have received recognition

from the disabled access charity

Euan’s Guide for their

outstanding welcome for disabled visitors. 

The awards, which are now in their second year, recognise

the best accessible venues in eight regions of the country,

based on public nominations and reviews shared on

Euan’s Guide.

This year’s winners are:
• Barbican – London

• Newquay Zoo – Southern England

• Cadbury World – Midlands

• Beamish, The Living Museum of the North –

Northern England

• Holyrood Distillery – Southern Scotland

• Culloden Battlefield – Northern Scotland

• Folly Farm – Wales

• George Best Belfast City Airport – Northern Ireland

“Last year we gave awards to four venues across the UK,”

said Euan MacDonald, Co-Founder of Euan’s Guide. 

“This year we felt it was only fitting to recognise eight

venues across the UK that provide exceptionally good

experiences to disabled people. Each of these venues has

shown tremendous commitment to providing an excellent

experience to all in 2019, making them ideal places to visit

in 2020.”

Six of the eight venues have a Changing Places facility

installed.  Changing Places are not just accessible toilets; they

contain additional equipment, such as an adult-sized changing

bench and a hoist, which an estimated quarter of a million

people require to use the toilet safely.  Many of the winning

venues provide step-free access or have lifts installed to

ensure that wheelchair users and those with mobility

impairments can experience the venue in its entirety.

To find out more

https://www.euansguide.com/news/the-top-accessible-

venues-to-visit-in-2020/

Disability Awareness Day

T
HE 2020 DISABILITY Awareness

Day (DAD) will take place on

Sunday September 27.

DAD is the world’s largest ‘not for

profit’ voluntary-led disability

exhibition, held annually in a huge

tented village in the grounds of Walton

Hall Gardens in Warrington.

Visitors to the show will find around

250 exhibitors, equipment suppliers,

transport, holidays, leisure,

employment, support groups and

services and a sports zone including

scuba diving, an arts marquee, Centre

Arena and family entertainment.

The show has three main aims:

• To highlight what statutory, private

or voluntary services are available to

enable disabled people to stay

independent.

• To promote equipment and aids that

could maintain or improve

independence, not just what is

offered by statutory service

providers.

• To provide an opportunity to

showcase what disabled people can

do, in the field of sports, arts and

entertainment.

This year’s show has been moved from

July 12 due to the Coronavirus

pandemic. The new date is dependent

on Government guidance so check for

the latest updates at

www.disabilityawarenessday.org.uk

u
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A D V E R T O R I A L

A trust can be a useful tool to provide financial stability

for someone throughout their lifetime, but what kind

of trust is the right one? 

Choosing the most suitable type of trust for someone

with a disability depends on a number of factors; their

individual circumstances, their needs and objectives, as

well as the size of any wealth intended to be included

in a trust.

We’ve summarised two common trust options here – a

discretionary trust and a disabled person’s trust – and

the scenarios where both would be most appropriately

used.

What is a trust?

A trust is a formal legal arrangement that acts as a

‘wrapper’ around assets that are managed by appointed

trustees and according to a beneficiary’s wishes. 

Depending on the size of an estate or assets (money,

land or property), there may be tax implications of using

a trust and different kinds of trust are subject to

different tax rules.

Discretionary Trust

A discretionary trust needs a group of beneficiaries,

including the disabled person. Other beneficiaries are

most commonly family members although sometimes

charities are included.

In a discretionary trust, trustees have full discretion and

flexibility to use the assets in trust in the way they see fit

to satisfy the needs of the beneficiaries, at any time.

No beneficiary has the automatic right to receive assets

from the trust, only the potential to benefit if the trustees

choose to exercise their discretion in a person’s favour.

That means the Trust and its assets cannot be taken into

account when assessing the beneficiary’s entitlement to

means-tested benefits or local authority funding.

However, the tax rules in relation to discretionary trusts

need to be carefully considered. If the value of the Trust

exceeds the Inheritance Tax threshold (which stands at

£325,000 on 2nd April 2020) Inheritance Tax is charged

when the Trust is set up and every ten years and

whenever a payment is made from the trust.

Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax rates are also higher

in this type of Trust.

A discretionary trust may be more suitable where the

tax implications are limited because, for example, the

value of the fund is low, the assets are not producing

high income or gains, or maximum flexibility is required

to provide for other people.

Disabled Person’s Trust

Largely similar to a discretionary trust, a DPT is set up

specifically to benefit a ‘disabled person’, according to

section 89(4A) of the Inheritance Tax Act 1984 (IHTA

1984) and section 38 of and schedule 1A to the Finance

Act 2005, 

A DPT operates in the same way as a discretionary trust

with trustees given flexibility to advance income and

capital to the beneficiaries in any way that the trustees

decide.

The main advantage of a DPT over a Discretionary Trust

is the favourable tax treatment it receives for

Inheritance Tax, Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax.  The

tax rules need some consideration but, in general, the

tax paid in a DPT can be minimal or, in some cases, non

applicable.

A disabled person’s trust may be more suitable where

tax is likely to be a significant problem and there is no

great need to provide for others during the lifetime of

the disabled or vulnerable person.

Factors to think about when considering different

types of trust:

• the age of the disabled person

• the nature of their disability

• their current and longer-term health prognosis

• the value and type of assets being placed into the trust

• the potential tax position

• the current and predicted needs of the disabled

• the needs of other family members

• plans for the Trust after the disabled person dies

Disability Trusts –
which one’s right for me?

To discuss the type of trust

that would suit your

needs, call Frenkel Topping

on 0161 886 8000. 
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News Round-up>>

A
COMMUNITY

INCLUSION

PROGRAMME

that introduces

rugby to those

with physical and learning

disabilities has been launched in

Stockport.

The Round the World Challenge

programme run by Sharks

Community Trust is open to

anyone but has been specifically

designed for those with disabilities

who may not usually have the

opportunity to play sport.

The Trust, which is linked to

Premiership Rugby side Sale

Sharks, works with more than 25

participants every week, helping

them to increase

their activity

levels and

become more

involved in the

local community.

The programme in Stockport

follows previous success in other

areas across the North West,

including West Park and St

Helens, and gets funding support

from Mencap.

“The inclusive rugby sessions

are a fantastic way for all

participants to get involved in

rugby,” said Georgie Perris-

Redding, Disability and Inclusion

Officer at Sharks Community

Trust.

“It’s great to be working

with Mencap on this

programme and it’s

fantastic to see every

participant get stuck in and

contribute to the sessions

to the best of their abilities.

“Watching individuals

grow and develop their

skills and confidence every

single week is a wonderful

feeling. By the end of each

session, everybody is

grinning from ear to ear

and it’s a privilege to be

involved.”

For more information

about Sale Sharks

Community Trust’s work

across the North West,

visit www.salesharks.com

/community/about/

Sharks ‘Try’
Rugby For All 

A
WARD-WINNING

CHARITY head, Edel Harris,

has been appointed to the role

of Chief Executive Officer of

the Royal Mencap Society.

Formerly CEO of

Cornerstone, which provides a

range of services to people

with learning disabilities,

physical disabilities, autism

and dementia in Scotland, Edel

pioneered new ways of

providing care, whilst ensuring

that people with a learning

disability are empowered to

Edel Takes
the Helm
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News Round-up>>

G
OLD MEDAL

WINNING cyclist

Mark Colbourne MBE

joined staff from

disability charity

Leonard Cheshire to

unveil a coffee shop

with a difference.

The pioneering

outlet, located in

Swansea, is Leonard

Cheshire’s first social

enterprise. It is run by,

and caters for, both

disabled and non-

disabled people from

the community. The

shop, Social Bean, is one

of the first to be

designed with

accessibility in mind

from the outset.

Staff at Social Bean

are joined by volunteers

and people undertaking

work placements to gain

employment skills and

experience. 

Not only does the

Social Bean serve

Leonard Cheshire’s own

quality coffee blend, it

also provides meeting

rooms for local

businesses to hire, a

Changing Places toilet

facility, a Go Digital IT

suite and VR headsets.

“Social Bean is about

enabling people to live,

learn and work,” said

Glyn Meredith, Director

of Operations for Wales

at Leonard Cheshire.

“This is a social

enterprise in the heart

of Swansea, supporting

the community and

making people feel

welcomed with friendly

chat and support. It’s

been a journey in terms

of opening this

wonderful coffee shop,

and a lot of hard work,

grit and determination

has gone on behind the

scenes.”

So if you’re out and

about in Swansea call in

to Social Bean at 12 St

Mary’s Square, Swansea,

SA1 3LG. Telephone

01792 473 443.

live the life they choose.  

She has a wide range of

experience and notable

achievements including:  

• Former Director of the

Aberdeen Football Club

Community Trust;  

• Former Chair of the Scottish

Government's Social

Investment Fund;

• Board member of the

Robertson Trust;  

• An honorary doctorate from

Robert Gordon University for

her contribution to charity

and business in Scotland.

• Scottish EY Entrepreneur of

the Year 2017. 

“I am delighted to have been

appointed as the new CEO at

Mencap,” said Edel. “As someone

who is passionate about ensuring

that people with a learning

disability are included, listened to

and valued, this role provides me

with an opportunity to continue

all the good work I’ve done at

Cornerstone but on a bigger

stage.

“Over the last eleven years

I have worked with some

amazing, committed people

who have shown courage and

passion despite what, at times,

has been a challenging time

for the social care sector in

Scotland. I have been

supported by a wonderful

voluntary board of directors

and I am really proud of all

that we have achieved at

Cornerstone since 2008.

“Mencap is a very well-

known and respected charity

and I am excited about the

opportunities that lie ahead.”

Charity Has the
Right Blend

u
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A
medical officer in the British

Army, Ms A planned to

pursue her dream career as

a nurse working in the NHS. In

2009, Aged 25, Ms A attended a

private hospital in order to undergo

gastric band surgery having

arranged the procedure through

the Weight Loss Surgery Group

(WLSG). 

The claimant’s surgery was

carried out by a bariatric surgeon

and the following day, despite

feeling unwell and in a lot of pain,

she was discharged and sent home.

While recuperating at home, the

claimant continued to feel unwell

describing symptoms of severe

pain and reduced mobility.  Her

concerns were initially dismissed as

trapped wind and that it would

resolve itself in time, however the

pain and discomfort only worsened

and Ms A attended A&E a few days

later. It was from there that she

was transferred to another hospital

trust.

Following examinations it was

found that Ms A had contracted

sepsis and required immediate and

repeated procedures and

interventions to save her life.

Unfortunately, there were

avoidable delays in receiving this

treatment and when it was

provided, it was performed

negligently. The severity of the

claimant’s condition meant she

suffered hyperpyrexia (a very high

fever), which resulted in irreversible

damage to her brain causing her to

have weakness in all four limbs,

dysthartic speech and double

vision among many other

permanent health issues. Ms A is

now dependent on others for

personal care and activities of daily

living. 

The impact on Ms A’s life has

been catastrophic and there is now

no prospect of her being able to

work in the future. 

Ms A’s claim was complex, not

only due to the severity of her

injuries and the number of medical

experts required to comment on

those injuries, but also the

numerous parties involved in her

care and the separate negligent

acts during Ms A’s treatment back

in 2009. 

Stephensons’ partner, Laura

Sheehan, was instructed to act for

Ms A and following an in-depth

review of her case court

proceedings were issued against

the hospital trust ultimately

deemed responsible for her care.

Stephensons secured a series of

interim payments for Ms A,

allowing her to purchase a property

suitable for her needs as well as

equipment to support her care

going forwards. 

Commenting on the case, Laura

Sheehan, partner at Stephensons

said:

“Working with the client, we

scrutinised every aspect of her life -

work, social life, as well as her

aspirations for the future and

looked at these in the context of

her condition now, what it would be

like long term and how it could be

bettered with specialist input paid

for by an award of compensation in

order to ensure a forensic analysis

of her losses and compensation

needs. This was so important to

ensure that every part of her life

that was affected was

compensated for. This has

massively improved her quality of

life and the pleasure she now gets -

the simplest of things that were so

difficult for her have now been

made easy and hassle free from

opening a door or window to

preparing a drink or meal.”

In total, Stephensons secured a

seven figure sum in the way of

compensation for Ms A allowing

her to move on with her life as best

as possible. 

Tel: 0333 323 3735

Late sepsis treatment results in permanent
brain damage for young medic

Stephensons secured a

series of interim

payments for Ms A,

allowing her to purchase

a property suitable for

her needs as well as

equipment to support

her care going forwards. 
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E
mployed by a local

pharmacy as a delivery

driver, Christopher Hurst

would deliver people’s

prescriptions and medications

across the local community. In

2013, Mr Hurst was asked to

deliver medication to an address

he hadn’t visited before. 

“When I got to the property, I

opened the gate, which was

spring-loaded and it closed

behind me. The next thing I knew,

I saw this dog running towards

me. As it got closer it leapt up

towards my throat. Instinctively I

put my arms up to protect myself

and the dog then locked on to my

right arm, there was nothing I

could do. The dog had hold of my

arm for about half an hour, and I

thought, my times up here. If it

hadn’t been for one of the

neighbours who heard me

screaming, I think within another

three or four minutes my life

would have been over”. 

Following the incident, Mr

Hurst was rushed to hospital,

however the extent of his injuries

meant that he ultimately had to

have his right arm amputated.

During his stay in hospital, Mr

Hurst was asked whether he

would pursue a personal injury

claim. 

“I didn’t know how to go about

it to be quite honest. I had a look

through my insurance policy and

I had liability on there. I

approached a solicitor initially

who felt that bringing a claim

against the dog owner might be

difficult and they put me in touch

with Stephensons.” 

 

While bringing a claim against

the dog owner wouldn’t have

been viable, Stephensons

established that Mr Hurst could

bring a claim against his

employer instead on the basis

that they had failed to provide

adequate health and safety

training. 

“When I first started the job, I

was given two or three days

training, however there was

never any mention of health and

safety. My employer disputed

this, but there never was.” 

Danielle Callaway, a partner at

Stephensons and the solicitor

who acted for Mr Hurst said that

no matter how unusual the

circumstances, it’s important to

seek out a specialist solicitor: 

“Originally Mr Hurst’s claim

with another firm was dismissed

as they didn’t think they could

take it any further. If he hadn’t

persevered, and come to

Stephensons where we looked at

other options, he would have

been left with nothing which

would have been devastating for

him given the severity of his

injury. 

“We work closely with all our

clients regardless of the severity

of their injury and endeavour to

get them back in the position

they were in before the accident.

This can involve seeking interim

payments from opponents to

help them if they are struggling

financially as a result of their

injury or arranging rehabilitation

such as physiotherapy or

cognitive behavioural therapy. In

more serious cases, like that of

Mr Hurst, it could involve a full

case plan with a case manager

involved who can facilitate a host

of different treatments on their

road to recovery. 

“Stephensons have been

absolutely brilliant. They made

me feel really relaxed and talked

me through the process of

making a claim, how it would

happen and which way they

would go. They’ve kept us

informed every step of the way

and are always very polite.

Overall a first class service.” 
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Tel: 0333 323 3735

Dog attack leaves delivery driver with
catastrophic arm injuries 

“We work closely with

all our clients

regardless of the

severity of their injury

and endeavour to get

them back in the

position they were in

before the accident. 
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News Round-up>>

No More
Scratches

T
HE DAMAGE CAUSED by

wheelchair users getting in

or out of cars can be substantial

and costly.

Now thanks to a simple yet

revolutionary new light-weight

silicon mat, the risk of chips

and scrapes has been reduced

significantly.

The SillSave, which makes

car access quicker and less

stressful and also prevents

damage to the actual vehicle

itself, is the brainchild of

wheelchair user George

Goodger.

He came up with the smart

travelling accessory after

damaging a friend’s brand-new

car with his own chair.

“I felt mortified when I saw

the scratches and dents on the

paintwork,” said George. “I

knew I couldn’t be the only

wheelchair user this had

happened to, so was

determined to do something

about it.”

The result was the SillSave.

A silicon pad that sticks to the

door sill, protecting the car’s

bodywork while wheelchair

users get in and out of the car.

Thanks to the ergonomic

design, it can stay on the door

sill while the car’s being driven

and doesn’t have to be

reapplied at each end of the

journey – saving time and

effort.

To find out more about the

SillSave www.lovocco.com

D
ISABILITY RIGHTS UK has published the latest

edition of its Disability Rights Handbook.

The handbook is a guide to benefits and

services for all disabled people, their families,

carers and advisors, covering from April 2020 to

April 2021.

The handbook provides in-depth information

and invaluable guidance on the benefits system and

social care services. This year it includes more on

Universal Credit and also covers devolved Scottish

benefits.

And it's full of tools and advice to help you make

a successful claim.

The handbook explains the three key disability

benefits: Disability Living Allowance, Personal

Independence Payment

and Attendance

Allowance.

It describes the

assessment process and

includes guidance on how

to complete the claim

forms. It has also

extended the information on sanctions, adding

advice on how to avoid sanctions and how to

challenge a sanction decision.

To order your copy

https://www.disabilityrightsuk.org/shop/disability-

rights-handbook-2020-2021

or telephone 0203 687 0790.

Disability Rights Handbook

u
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News Round-up>>

T
HE NEW £20 note has

tactile markings to help

make it easy for blind and

partially sighted people to

differentiate it from existing

£5 and £10 notes.

The Royal National

Institute of Blind People

(RNIB) has been working with

the Bank of England for many

years to make money

accessible for people with

sight loss, and the £20 note

issued earlier this year is a

result of that collaboration.

The polymer note,

featuring acclaimed artist

JMW Turner, has tactile

markings on it with three

separate clusters of dots

along the short edge to

differentiate it from the £10

note, which has two clusters

of dots. Visually, it is purple

in colour with a clear 20 on a

white background and is

larger than both the £10 and

£5 notes

“We are delighted to have

worked with the Bank of

England once more on the

redesign of the new £20

banknote with accessibility in

mind,” said David Clarke,

RNIB Director of Services.

“Handling cash can often

be a challenge if you're blind

or partially sighted, because it

can be difficult to tell the

difference between the

different notes and coins. We

hope the creation of these

notes will help enable people

with sight loss to use money

more easily and with

confidence. By incorporating

tactile features on money, we

are closer to creating a more

inclusive society; it’s the small

changes that can make a big

difference to independent

living.”

Take Note

Naidex Will Be Back

FOLLOWING THE POSTPONEMENT earlier
this year of Naidex, organisers have

announced the show will now take place in
November.

Europe’s most established event
dedicated to the independent living and
healthcare industries was cancelled as a
result of the Coronavirus pandemic (Covid
19). It is now scheduled for November 9 and
10 at the NEC Birmingham.

This includes all events co-located with
Naidex, including Smart Home for Assisted
Living, Dementia, Care & Nursing Home,
Home Care Expo, Care Tech Live, European
Neuro Convention, Medical Imaging
Convention, European Oncology Convention
and AI&ML Convention.

Naidex will showcase the latest
innovations in mobility, care assistive
technology, moving and handling, accessible
design, inclusive sport, travel and movement
- bringing together trade and healthcare
professionals and members of the public for
two days of innovation, discovery and
education.

More than 400 exhibitors and 300
speakers will attend the show and be on
hand with information and advice across a
wide range of issues.

All tickets bought for the previous dates
(March 17 and 18) will be valid.

To find out more https://www.naidex.co.uk/
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Lifestyle>>

Specialist Manufacturer
helps kids
stand tall

A leading postural

support specialist

has launched two

new products that

they say will change

the lives of children

across the UK.

Multistander

with Abduction

in use.
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J
IRAFFE, A SUBSIDIARY of the Jenx group, has

unveiled the new Supine Stander 3, a standing

system designed for children aged six years and

over – and the Jenx Multistander, an accessory

that enables its user to stand in multiple different

positions and allows for ‘peer height interaction’.

The new Supine Stander 3 is designed for

children with complex postural needs, using

support aids to ensure youngsters can stand and

stay aligned, using a system of engineering and

innovative straps.

The Multistander provides high-level postural

support in upright, prone or supine positions.

“We’re delighted with our latest products, which

will change the lives of children all over the country,”

said Holly Jenkins, Divisional Director at Jiraffe.

“The Supine Stander 3 grows with your child

and comes with enhanced head and knee support

options. With additional safety features also

included, including antimicrobial surfaces, it’s one

of our most advanced products.

“This latest version offers so much to young

children needing support in standing, enhancing

their capabilities significantly and setting them up

for a future of great standing. It makes the many

clinical benefits of standing accessible to even

younger children – it’s a great way to improve a

child’s outlook on the world.

“Both products improve standing capabilities for

the user, bringing with them huge benefits.

Standing improves blood pressure and circulation,

helps digestion, encourages muscle development,

provides opportunities to increase social skills and

much more.

Lifestyle>>

u

These products are so significant

because standing isn’t just one

position – and each position

offers something different.
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“These products are so significant because

standing isn’t just one position – and each

position offers something different.”

Jenx, with headquarters in Sheffield, is a

family run company which was founded by a

paediatric physiotherapist and a product

designer in 1982, with the aim of enriching

lives and changing perceptions about disability.

Ever since, it has been researching,

designing and manufacturing ground-breaking

developmental postural equipment to support

children with specific postural needs.

For more information visit

https://www.jiraffe.org.uk/ l

Lifestyle>>

The Supine Stander 3.
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C
HRIS’ HOBBY HAS transformed his life,

following his sudden sight loss in 2008,

through the depression that came with the

realisation that he would never see again and the

light bulb moment that set him on a new path, to

becoming today’s inspirational YouTuber.

Chris first took up woodturning six years after

becoming blind, a surprising choice of hobby that’s

now become a life-defining career. Now aged 50,

Chris has won recognition as a skilled and

respected woodturner, becoming the first blind

woodturner to be accepted on to the prestigious

Register of Professional Turners.

“My life could have been all so different, that’s

why I wear a T-shirt with the slogan ‘Keep on

Turning’”, he explains. “It’s a literal reference to

woodturning but also a metaphor for never giving

up, to keep attacking life, to embrace change and

to turn the page when life gets tough.

“Of course I know it’s not always as easy as

that. It takes time coming to terms with a disability.

After waking up with blurred vision one morning to

Lifestyle>>

Keep On Turning

Renowned worldwide as

The Blind Woodturner,

Chris Fisher explains to

Living With Disability how

his life just keeps turning.
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going completely blind with Toxoplasmosis took

less than four months and I had to cope with that.

“But the feelings of hopelessness and, in those

really dark, lonely moments, questioning whether

there is any point in going on with life are not

always immediate. The early days of my blindness

were filled by social workers and professionals

helping me to cope practically – how to

make a hot drink, walk with a cane and

work a range of talking and bleeping

technological aids to help me live a

‘normal’ life.”

It was actually a year later that

Chris hit a wall – psychological

rather than physical.

“I was doing a cookery course for the blind and

one day just suddenly felt waves of panic,” said

Chris. “I was usually so upbeat. It wasn’t like me at

all, but it all suddenly hit home and for three to

four years I was at rock bottom, suffering from

muscle spasms and hallucinations, seldom leaving

the house and consumed by feelings of nausea

and panic.”

Life then took another one of Chris’ life

changing turns. Determined to have more good

days than bad days and to come to terms with his

blindness Chris looked for a challenge. What he

came up with was unusual.

As a massive fan of horror films, he decided he

wanted to make a vampire stake. So, to help him

re-create an authentic wooden stake, the would-

be-woodturner listened to more than 600 hours of

tutorials on YouTube over four months to learn

how to make one.

“I assimilated the information and built up

mental pictures and images of what I would be

Lifestyle>>
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Before going blind I worked

on auto body repairs for

BMW so I knew I had the

hand skills. 
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doing, like you would if

you were listening to a

book, but it was still pretty

scary the first time I worked on

the lathe,” said Chris. “It was very

much a start, stop, listen, touch and

feel process as I felt my way slowly

towards creating my stake.

“Obviously I’m listening all the

time for auditory cues. There are

good and bad sounds and I’m listening

to make sure a piece is balanced, safe,

running smoothly. I can tell by the

interaction between the tool and the wood

if there is a flaw in the wood or a crack.

“Luckily I haven’t had any major accidents.”

With a new skill Chris had turned the page. He

even started his own YouTube channel from his

workshop to inspire and motivate others. But as

Chris is quick to explain, he didn’t do it just for

people with a disability, but the able-bodied who

might just be going through a tough time.

“Woodturning helped me to find purpose and

fulfilment in my day-to-day life,” explained Chris.

“So much so that I wouldn’t want my eyesight back,

because who I am now is who I was meant to be.”

Chris’ new passion in life, played out regularly

on YouTube, soon had people taking notice of ‘The

Blind Woodturner’. The occasional request from

family and friends soon became a growing list of

commissions from all over the world for his bowls,

key rings and candlesticks. 

Together with his new wife, Nicola, to support

him, he is in constant

demand to give

woodturning

demonstrations at

clubs and shows all

over the UK. He’s

been featured on the

BBC and on the cover

of Woodturning

Magazine and after a

vigorous practical assessment

Lifestyle>>
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and interview he was recently accredited as a

Registered Professional Turner.

He is also very proud to be the first Patron for

the UK Men’s Sheds Association - a nationwide

service supporting men who want to get together,

share and learn new skills - all in the welcoming

space of a ‘Shed'.

His latest venture is a nationwide tour for

Axminster Tools & Machinery – one of the UK’s

leading stockists of machines, hand tools, accessories,

sundries and project kits for woodturning.

“Before going blind I worked on auto body

repairs for BMW so I knew I had the hand skills

and thanks to the YouTube tutorials could

visualise how I would go about it,” explained

Chris. “But it was only after I had talked to the

experts at Axminster in Warrington that I had

the confidence to buy my first lathe and chisels

and make a start.

“The demonstrations are important to me as

despite my disability they give me the chance

to showcase my skills and more importantly

inspire as many people as possible.

Woodturning is a great therapy.

“My message is simple – whenever you feel

like you want to give up, just keep on turning.”

To find out more about Chris go to

www.christopherfisher.co.uk or on YouTube

http://youtube.com/c/BlindWoodTurner l

Lifestyle>>

My message is simple –

whenever you feel like you

want to give up, just keep

on turning.
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I
F YOU LOOKED at the

fabulous pictures accompanying this

article before turning to the text, you’ve

got fashion boss Emma McClelland to

thank for that.

Emma’s vision and vitality have turned a

fledgling idea into a fully-formed fashion brand,

Kintsugi, that offers affordable, adorable clothing

that’s easy to put on, to fasten, to wear and to

recommend to friends.

Award winning fashion
Today Emma is at the head of a company that’s

won multiple awards over the past year which

looks set to take the high street by storm in a year

when retailers finally understand the value of

offering a full range of clothing suitable for

customers of every shape and size.

The spark that ignited the Kintsugi brand first lit

when Manchester-based

Emma was watching Paralympic sport

on television.

“I was watching the swimming

events when I suddenly wondered how some of

the athletes actually got into their costumes

easily,” she says. “I know how difficult I’ve found

it to get into swimwear in the past and was trying

to work out how they’d wrestled themselves into

what they were wearing.”

Emma’s thought process was driven by the

experiences of her ex-partner, a fitness instructor

with Type 1 diabetes who suffered with

neuropathy in his feet. “He’d be wearing a smart

shirt, smart trousers, and then have to wear the

only shoes he could find that suited his condition

– not always a great look,” she continues. 

Emma’s always been interested in body image,

public perception and how people are

Lifestyle>>

Fierce Fashion
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Emma

McClelland. 
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Emma needed to get the

designs right second time

as she was self-financing

the manufacture, using

savings provided by her

grandparents.
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emboldened by the way they look and what

they wear.

But it took a single comment by disability

fashion stylist Stephanie Thomas to set her on her

current path. “I was watching a TED talk, where

Stephanie quoted the fact that there were more

clothing lines available for dogs than there are for

disabled people.

“Now I like seeing a dog in clothes as much as

the next person – but that didn’t seem right.”

Stephanie’s TED talk started Emma thinking about

some of the issues that disabled people have with

clothing – fiddly fastenings; buttons in the wrong

place; labels that can aggravate anyone with

autism and some terrible colour palettes designed

to blend in with bland rather than build confidence.

Doing the research
Emma, an editorial manager with law firm

Freshfields set to work researching the market and

asking people about possible solutions.

“I spoke to occupational therapists working in

rehabilitation, the charity Scope and their forum, a

disability coalition in Manchester and put a survey

online. The responses flooded in which showed me

Lifestyle>>

the need for a brand like Kintsugi. People told me

about their issues with length of clothing, materials

and fastenings and it became really apparent that

they were ‘making do’ with standard high street

clothes rather than being able to buy something

that made them feel cared for and special.”

While Emma is amazing at business, she freely

confesses she’s a ‘terrible drawer’ so she enlisted

the help of a freelance designer to bring her ideas

to life. Once the first designs were made, she

drove them up to friend Caitlyn Fulton, now one of

Kintsugi’s house models, to test them for

wearability.

“That was a really important stage,” she

explains. “Things that looked great on the hanger

suddenly weren’t so impressive in certain

circumstances. Magnetic fastenings, for instance,

really need to work hard enough that tops don’t
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pop open while you’re wearing

them, and floaty sleeves, great

for operating a wheelchair

needed to look elegant rather

than like billowing sails once

they’re on. A lot of shenanigans

went on at that point.”

Emma needed to get the designs right second

time as she was self-financing the manufacture,

using savings provided by her grandparents.

Emma’s concept has swept the board, being

nominated for a number of awards including a Great

British Entrepreneur Award and a Northern

Business Expo competition with further nominations

for The Inspiring Woman Awards (Entrepreneur

Category), The Great British Entrepreneur Awards

(Entrepreneur for Good category) and The Enterprise

Vision Awards (Young Entrepreneur category).

Emma’s most recent successes are a listing on

the high fashion Silkfred website and some

celebrity endorsements. 

“One of my most exciting moments this year

came after I approached Samantha Renke, one of

our highest profile actors with a disability, probably

best known for her hilarious appearance in a

Maltesers advert. I explained that I wanted to name

my collection items after strong, ambitious and

independent women, and asked if I could use her

first name for one of my tops, now one of my most

popular items. She not only agreed: she wore it for

a high-profile appearance on Good Morning Britain

– we were so delighted.”

Emma is now in the process of talking to a

number of major retailers, some of whom are more

receptive than others. “While some high street

brands don’t understand why they should stock

clothing especially designed for those with

disabilities, others have a clear vision and understand

that they should represent the communities they

serve,” she continues. “We’re ready

to have conversations with them

and to show them the results of

our research: the time to produce

clothing for a huge percentage of

the population is now. We want to

embolden our customers so they

feel super-confident when they go

out. Above all we want them to

feel happy.” l

What does Kintsugi mean?
If you haven’t heard of Kintsugi, you’ll be

intrigued and inspired by the concept. The

phrase originated in Japan. In Japanese, the

word Kintsugi means ‘golden rejoining’, a 15th-

century oriental master craft dedicated to the

restoration of fine ceramic pottery. When

pottery was broken, the Japanese didn’t throw

it away – they mended it using either gold,

silver or platinum powder, to highlight the

cracks, to create something with a different

level of beauty. The imperfections, they said,

created not something broken, but more

beautiful. The essence of Kintsugi is the

practice of focusing one's intention on life's

hidden beauty and power.

Samantha Renke.
Magnetic

fastenings.

Lifestyle>>
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Mencap Launches
Life Changing App 

I
NNOVATIVE NEW TECHNOLOGY to help with

household tasks, keeping up with friends and

planning and remembering events has been

designed to help improve quality of life for

anyone with a learning difficulty.

The ground-breaking Connected Living

initiative, launched by Vodafone with leading

learning disability charity Mencap, promises

greater independence, choice and access to

technology through Internet of Things (IoT)

enabled devices and personalised digital services.

A pilot scheme rolled out to supported living

services in 30 locations has been a huge success

and is currently being evaluated, to help make the

technology widely available to help over 1.4

million people living with learning disabilities in

the UK, their families and carers. 

The partnership has involved 127 people with a

learning disability and 120 support workers and

service managers. It combines Vodafone’s

expertise in IoT and connectivity with Mencap’s

experience of improving the quality of life for

people with a learning disability.   

The pilot scheme focused on how to make

everyday activities – such as household tasks,

time planning and socialising - easier.

Technologies, including a range of user friendly,

intuitive IoT enabled devices were installed in

Mencap Supported Living homes controlled by

MyLife, a bespoke app. 

The MyLife app offers a simple interface

accessible via a single tablet. It gives Mencap’s clients

control of their smart devices, while also enabling

their support workers to have remote access. 

“People with a learning disability in the UK face

inequalities in every area of their life and often

don’t have access to technology, which is a barrier

in itself,” said Steve Baker, Operations Director

from Mencap.

“Day-to-day tasks, which many of us take for

granted can be a real struggle. Technology can

provide simple solutions to enable them to take

control and have greater independence and that

really makes a difference.

“We are committed to improving the lives of

people with a learning disability – we don’t want

them to be left out and we know that in an

increasingly digital world, we need to be

innovative about our approach.  It was important

to us to make this a truly collaborative project –

that the people we support ended up with

something truly bespoke that gave them exactly

what they needed. This wasn’t about off-the shelf

tech - so as world leaders in IoT, Vodafone were

the perfect partner.  

“The most rewarding thing has been to see it

working and the life changing impact it can have

for the people we support and their support

workers, who do such an amazing and 

challenging job.” u
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In my bedroom I can also

play with the lights and

with the colours and the

brightness. You can put it

blue, red, purple. I like the

blue one best because it is

my football team Chelsea

FC’s colours.
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The app allows users to create visual guides for

everyday tasks and a host of other features such as:

My Room - enables residents to manage smart

plugs, smart locks and smart lights via the app. 

How To – allows residents and support workers to

create visual guides for everyday tasks.

My Day – is a personalised diary management tool

that enables users to create daily reminders for

everyday tasks.  

My Talk – provides those with speech problems

another way to communicate, via personalised

images, text and a speech function.

Call Support – allows prompt remote support via a

digital ‘panic button’ that allows two-way video

calling between residents and support worker with

one touch.

To Do List – enables tenants to create easy to

manage to do lists to encourage them to carry out

and tick off tasks throughout the day.

My Front Door – enables residents to answer their

front door and check who is calling from anywhere

in the house.

Activity Sensors - which detect unexpected

movement and alert support workers.

Smart Locks - which can be used to provide

residents privacy and a sense of security in their

own rooms.

“The technology is really helpful, the ‘How To’

makes me feel clever,” said 32-year-old Adam, who

has Down’s Syndrome and lives in Mencap’s

Loughborough supported living service.

“I can now cook using my tablet – for the first

time I have made dinner by myself. ‘My Day’ says

‘wake up’ at 9.15am and there’s a photo to remind

me to shower at 10.30am. I now shower on

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. I use the

Shopping List to help do my shopping to make sure

I get everything. It is really easy.

“In my bedroom I can also play with the lights

and with the colours and the brightness. You can

put it blue, red, purple. I like the blue one best

because it is my football team Chelsea FC’s

colours. My housemate Matt, he likes to disco and

Lifestyle>>

I use the Shopping List to

help do my shopping to

make sure I get everything.

It is really easy.
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he changes the colours so

we can have a boogie!” 

Support Workers like

Sophie Baldry, from Basingstoke, have praised

the new technology – developed by Vodafone

Business Ventures, a social enterprise aiming to

empower those with less access to technological

resources to use technology to change lives for

the better.

She explained that the Connected Living pilot

scheme, specifically the interactive MyLife app,

had given supported living tenants the

opportunity to take control of their day to day

tasks – tasks that people would usually take for

granted, such as cooking their own meals and

going out on their own.

“The app isn’t replacing the care of a

support worker, it’s helping us to do our

jobs in a more effective and compassionate

way,” said Sophie. “It’s been wonderful

watching people grow in confidence since

using the technology.”  l

Lifestyle>>

About Mencap 
There are more than 1.4 million people with a

learning disability in the UK. Mencap works to

support people with a learning disability, their

families and carers by fighting to change laws,

improve services and access to education,

employment and leisure facilities. Mencap

supports thousands of people with a learning

disability to live their lives the way they want.

For advice and information about learning

disability and Mencap services in your area,

contact 08080 808111 (9am-5pm, Monday to

Friday) or email help@mencap.org.uk or visit

www.mencap.org.uk

Steve Baker.

Adam (right) with

housemate Matt.
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P
RODUCT DESIGNER AND entrepreneur Jennifer

Lake (and mother of three, as well as a brand new

invention) would certainly echo that sentiment. 

Jen found herself stuck while supermarket food

shopping with three small children, a trolley, a

pushchair and her walking stick – unable to

manoeuvre the mass of equipment down the aisles.

The partially-disabled young mum was so overcome

that she had to leave the shopping and return home

with just essential nappies in hand.

So, she decided to come up with a solution that

answers the question, ‘just how do you handle

multiple items when you’re out on your own?’.

Jen uses the stick following a fluke fall down a set

of stairs when at work just before her 25th birthday.

Award Finalist
It was an unexpected tumble that set in motion a

series of events that have now seen her crowned as

a finalist in the Design Council’s Spark Awards, a

programme to give designers financial support to

bring their product to market.

Now Jen is in the final stages of testing her new

product which could make a difference to the lives

of thousands of wheelchair users and those with

limited mobility and dexterity, around the world.

The Bug Grip, Jen’s award-winning design,

started life as something very different. Following a

particularly tough trip to the shops, she came home

and started to explore ideas for a tool that would

help anyone trying to ‘juggle’ and control multiple

pieces of equipment. 

“I’d had a really difficult time and couldn’t believe

there was no available solution on the market for

someone who wanted to attach a trolley to a

pushchair for easier handling. I also needed

something to attach my walking stick. Before Bug

Grip, we just cope, or ask family members or friends

Equipment>>

Get a Bug Grip
Necessity, they say, is the

mother of invention.

u
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for help. That’s not the right long-term solution.

“The original prototype was just two separate

hair claw grips: I just needed something that would

clamp two poles together. Obviously hair

accessories wouldn’t be strong enough for a whole

range of applications, so I went along to Brent

Business Venture, a not-for-profit organisation

supporting people who want to run their own

businesses.”

Best Business Advice
It was there that Jen met George Poole, who took

her rough draft drawings and helped her to translate

her concept into a full-flown

business plan and initial

prototype. George also helped

her to make sure her design was

patented, so no-one else could

capitalise on her good idea. She

also started to study a range of

business subjects at

Westminster University, to help

her develop a whole new skill

set: how to launch and market a

business and talk to potential

buyers worldwide.

Jen had produced an

animation to show buyers how Bug Grip could

change the lives of people with similar challenges,

and specified a first design when disaster struck. The

company producing her prototype went into

liquidation – taking the first models of her brilliant

new design with them.

Like every cloud, that defining moment turned

out to have a silver lining. Jen joined forces with

Mike Pearson, a designer who helped her to refine

her initial ideas and to improve the design for

people with dexterity issues. 

“Now the Bug Grip is ideal for anyone who has

trouble with dexterity, missing fingers or bad RSI,”

explains Jen. It’s not just something that can clamp

poles together any more – it’s a multi-tool.

“I was thrilled to be chosen as one of the

finalists for the Spark Design Award this year: the

money means I can take the product through to the

next stage of production and we’re hoping to get to

market in around 12 – 18 months. 

“The market research is looking great too: I

threw the idea out on Facebook and within 10 days

I had 36,000 people who loved the concept and

wanted to find out more.”

The Bug Grip isn’t just great for shopping: the

longer Jen spends developing the product, the

more ideas she has. She’s also been encouraged

and supported all the way by her family – and has

named her parent company after her dad, in

recognition of the huge amount of backing he’s

given her.

“Imagine how much easier it

would be for wheelchair users in

the airport if porters were able to

clip the chairs together or attach

people’s walking devices using a

Bug Grip,” Jen concludes. “It

would save so much time and

improve travellers’ dignity. At the

moment, lots of tasks require the

same level of thinking as a

military operation. The Bug Grip

would mean you can just attach

items together and carry on with

your day while the Bug Grip makes your life that

little bit simpler.”

If you want to find out more about Jen’s Bug

Grip visit her website at www.buggrip.co.uk l
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T
he Gx story starts with every

parent’s nightmare; a call from

afar, a daughter knocked down by a

car, air ambulance, hospital, coma…

At times like these, when your

child’s life is in the hands of others,

you’d give anything to be able to

help. When Alexander Miles was

looking to help his daughter Georgia

recover from a horrendous accident

it was impossible to find a pillow that

supported her head and neck to keep

her comfortable all through the night.

Having purchased and dissected

every pillow known to man, Alex, a

respected furniture and domestic

product designer, decided to

engineer his own solution and the Gx

Suspension Pillow was born.

As Alex explains, “the

breakthrough came when I realised

that pillows, whether hollow fibre,

foam, or feather and down, all

spread out and flatten down as the

weight of the head rests on them.

This flattening progresses through

the night, leaving the head and neck

poorly supported and leading to the

unfortunately familiar routine of

‘pillow-punching’, that irritating

activity we all recognise, as, half-

awake and fully disturbed, we try

and rearrange our pillows in the

middle of the night. The innovative

solution I came up with acts to

counter the natural spread of a

pillow; a system of internal ties hold

the filling in place and pull the pillow

in and up to cradle the head and

neck and provide extra comfort and

support that lasts through the night.

You might shift in your sleep but the

pillow keeps its shape, ensuring that

you get the maximum benefit from a

long and undisturbed night’s sleep.”

Alex had his design made and

found that it worked wonderfully

well; Georgia was sleeping

beautifully, the quality rest aiding

her recovery. Then friends, family

and colleagues all wanted the new

pillow and, before he knew it, he

was in the pillow business. The new

company is called Beautiful Sleep

Limited, the pillow is the Gx

Suspension Pillow, available in

Medium-soft or Medium-firm. Over

the last two years tens of thousands

of Gx Suspension Pillows have been

sold and tens of thousands of

customers are sleeping better than

ever before.

The future couldn’t be more

optimistic for a company born out

of a near tragedy; Georgia has now

recovered and the company is

expanding into overseas markets,

adding more pillows to the range

and constantly improving the

product. The 2nd Generation Gx

Suspension Pillow has just been

launched featuring a 100% cotton

shell, a new blended Polycoz filling

and an integral air vent to help keep

pillow and sleeper cool. The Gx

Support Pillow has more

substantial ties to support the

posture when sitting, and the Gx

Superlux Pillow is designed to feel

like a high end goose down pillow

at a fraction of the price and with all

the design features of the Gx

Suspension Pillow.

Beautiful Sleep Limited makes

the pillows at its own factory at

Pontyclun in the heart of the

Rhondda, South Wales where a

dozen new jobs have been created

so far. If you’re wondering where the

name Gx comes from – it’s as simple

as the love between father and

daughter; since she could first write,

whenever Georgia sent Alex a card

she signed it with her initial and a

kiss…Gx

Living with Disability has teamed

up with Beautiful Sleep Limited, the

company behind the Gx Pillow to

bring you a free delivery offer, just

quote the code LD1 when ordering

at www.gxpillows.co.uk or via their

Freephone orderline 0800 3162689. 

The Gx Suspension Pillow: the revolutionary pillow

born out of a father’s love for his daughter.
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T
riride is at the front of the power

add-on sector and has quickly

become known for offering some of the

toughest and most capable kit

available.  Triride is a simple device

offering a third wheel to attach to most

manual wheelchairs. Simple to use,

quick and easy to attach to your

wheelchair enabling barrier free

access to places which were before

unreachable. Cobblestones, gravel,

grass and even snow are now

accessible. With many models

available there is a Triride to suit

every need. 

At Triride we take pride in our

proprietary technology and always

continue to push to develop new

technologies to make the driving

experience better and safer for the

user. Recently we have introduced new

technology focusing on user safety and

now offer an exclusive drive

technology called Motion Direct

Control. MDC enables a safer drive of

the device with a single input. Press

the throttle to drive and release to

apply the brake, it’s as simple as that. 

As with everything Triride we

believe in choice so the user has the

ability to configure their Triride in a

style colour and function level that

suits their requirements. If you haven’t

had a test drive yet, get in touch with

us at www.triride.uk and you can

arrange a demonstration with one of

our expert dealers and experience a

new freedom. 



A
NEW SERVICE from BT, Relay UK, is set to make

communicating over the phone easier for people

with hearing impairment.

A recent survey from BT and the UK Council on

Deafness showed that only one in 20 people who is

deaf or hard of hearing can complete tasks over the

telephone, leaving more than eight million people in

the UK having to ask family members or friends to help

with basic calls.

The survey revealed that 70% of deaf Brits say the

biggest barrier to calling businesses is that frontline

staff are not trained to take their calls. Even the 
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calling experience for everyday

tasks such as booking

appointments, paying bills or

purchasing products and

services is poor and some

services are inaccessible for a

quarter of the deaf community.

Despite the rise in digital

technologies, telephone calls

remain an essential form of

communication for 80% of the deaf community. 

Relay UK, BT’s new service,  works by

connecting calls through a ‘Relay Assistant’ app,

which converts speech to text and vice versa –

vital in keeping people with hearing loss and

deafness in employment, providing access to

healthcare, as well as helping keep them in touch

with friends and family.

“I have difficulty communicating with anyone

on the phone,” explained deaf advocate Louise

Goldsmith. “I can hear that the person is speaking

on the other end, but unfortunately can’t make out

what they are saying because I rely on lipreading.

“But sometimes picking up the phone is the best

way to get things done and in those situations, I

often rely on my mum’s help.”

The new BT Relay app – an evolution of BT’s

Next Generation Text service  to help people with

hearing and speech difficulties communicate over

the phone – offers an improved customer

experience and new functionality.

The app is free to use and is available to UK

mobile customers in the UK. The technology

enables a user to easily make a call based on their

own accessibility needs. The user can connect to a

call by selecting one of three options – type &

read, speak & read or type & hear.

“We know from conversations with the deaf

community that bad telephone experiences are

putting people off using the phone, particularly to

contact businesses,” said Katherine

Ainley, MD of BT Ventures. 

“We’re urging businesses to

alert frontline staff to the service

and also to download our helpful

Relay UK Business Toolkit, which

includes educational content about

the service – and what to expect

when taking a call from one of our

Relay Assistants. We hope that by

downloading the toolkit,

businesses will be able to provide

a seamless call experience for their

deaf customers.”

The development of Relay UK has been led by

BT on behalf of stakeholders across the deaf

community, such as Action on Hearing Loss, UK

Council on Deafness, National Deaf Children’s

Society and Hearing Link.

Steps to download Relay UK
1. Search for the Relay UK at the App Store for

iPhone or iPad, and in Google Play for Android

devices.

2. Install the app on your device.

3. Link the app to the phone number you want to

use to make calls from.

4. Choose how you want to use the app: Type &

Read, Speak & Read or Type & Hear.

5. Now you’re ready to make your first call.

“This app has been amazing for me as it has

enabled me to become so much more independent

when doing things as simple as booking an

appointment at my local salon,” said Louise.

To find out more www.RelayUK.BT.com l
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W
HEN STUDENT ENGINEER Hemal Dias

started to look for ideas to help a family

friend with severe hand tremors, he looked to an

unexpected source for inspiration – earthquake-

proofed buildings.

Twenty-two year-old Hemal had watched a

family friend, resident in Sri Lanka, struggle with

increasingly bad tremors, to the point that he was

having trouble eating, with dignity.

It was then that Hemal decided to step in and

try to design a product that would help his friend –

and the stablspoon was born.

Award Winning Design
The revolutionary design is still in development,

but has already scooped a prestigious Design

Council Spark award. It’s also now been shortlisted

as one of the final three entries for the 2020

Engineering Talent Awards 'Best Innovation of the

Year', with the winner announced later this month. 

Existing products on the market to help those

with hand tremors to eat can cost hundreds of

pounds – with many looking like medical devices

rather than elegant cutlery.

Hemal’s mission is to engineer something that

looks great and works well: creating an assistive

device that someone can be proud to own.

“Hidden inside the spoon handle is a complex

series of engineered processes that counterbalance

the user’s hand tremor to create a stable platform

for their food,” Hemal explains. “I looked to several

different sources for ideas: buildings that were

designed to withstand earthquakes were

particularly helpful. It’s important that part of the

spoon is able to move with the tremor sufferer’s

hand but that the part holding the food doesn’t –

allowing the user to enjoy their meal without fear

of embarrassment or accident.”

Hemal is currently a student at Warwick

University, where he’s written about his design
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and development of the stablspoon for his final

year dissertation. He’s now been accepted to study

his joint masters in Innovation Design Engineering

at Imperial, London and Royal College of Art.

“The stablspoon is still in development so will

probably change in appearance between now and

the time I’m able to bring it to market,” Hemal

continues. 

If you’re interested in being kept up to date

about developments and the latest episodes in the

stablspoon story, visit the product website and

register your details at www.stablspoon.com.

Meanwhile, Hemal is continuing to work on this

and other exciting designs – while a family friend

back in Sri Lanka is counting his lucky stars that

Hemal’s got designs on the way he eats his dinner. l
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P
ITY THE HUMAN hand, one of the

truly unsung heroes of the body.

Most of us generally ignore these

incredibly essential body parts that

sprout from our wrists.

If we had a wrist-cam, we could bear

witness to the endless indispensable

tasks that our multi-fingered

workhorses perform.

But what if the hands couldn’t do

what our brains were telling them to do

- to grip. We would soon notice them then.

For Rob Smith keeping a grip in life was not a

problem, until in 1996, aged 21, when he fell down a

cliff and suffered a high-level spinal cord injury,

which left him with partial paralysis in all four limbs.

After spending nine months in a Salisbury spinal

rehabilitation unit he returned to studying a degree

course in Mechanical Engineering at Warwick

University. But of-course life would never be the

same again.

“My spinal cord was not completely

severed so although I use a

wheelchair for many day-to-day

activities I am able to stand and to

walk very short distances using

crutches,” explained Rob. “Although it

was hard to come to terms with the

restricted movement in my lower

body I realised very early on that it

was the frustration of having very

poor function and strength in my

hands that restricted my life much more.”

There was plenty of suitable equipment on the

market to overcome Rob’s mobility issues but

nothing to help him overcome his grip problems. So

he did what any sensible young man in trouble would

do - he spoke to his mum, Marion.

With Rob’s engineering background and his

mum’s skill on a sewing machine the pair set out to

solve the problem by designing a gripping aid.

“After a number of prototypes and some

Get a
Grip

By Clive Davis

u
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experimentation and testing with different methods,

materials and designs we came up with a basic

design using neoprene. It was a revelation. One of

my great loves before the accident had been working

out in the gym but since then I had been unable to

get a good grip on weights or

upper body strength equipment.

Now I could,” explained Rob

“We realised that the product

had the potential to help more

people with hand function

disabilities, so after further

technical and crafting work on its

manufacture we launched a general-purpose gripping

aid and set-up the Active Hands Company in 1998.”

The product was an instant success as disabled

people suddenly got to grips with everything from

hammers to garden tools, kitchen equipment, bikes

and of course gym equipment.

“As time went on we developed new products

and gained knowledge of other disability groups who

could benefit from our gripping products,” said Rob,

who has been involved in disability sport for many

years, including playing at a high level in wheelchair

rugby and now as a team GB T52 Wheelchair racer.

“As a disabled sportsman I know from first hand

experience what levels our products need to

perform to in order that our end

users can achieve the high levels of

performance they are capable of.”

Rob’s mum sadly died in 2007 but

Active Hands is still a family owned

and run business and in much the

same way as Marion produced the

first gripping aids, the company still

uses outworkers to put together the unique

products in the Active Hands range.

The company now sells more than 60 different

gripping aids that gently, yet firmly hold your hand

into a gripping shape enabling you to hold tightly

onto objects. From its general-purpose gripping aid

and small item gripping aid to specific products, such

as a music glove, key turner, a no-grip dog lead and

socks with loops, Active Hands sells via its 
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F
or 19 years, AHM Installations

have paved the way for mobility in

the home, helping both the elderly

and people with additional needs to

feel safer in the bathroom. The

company was started by Julie and

Simon Symcox and originally the

focus was on mobility scooters and

stairlifts. It wasn’ t long before

customers began asking if they could

also fit mobility bathrooms. With so

many enquiries and a clear gap in the

market, they decided to implement

them into their business. The demand

for mobility bathrooms grew so much

that they quickly became AHM’ s

focal selling point.

Specialists in bathroom

adaptations for the elderly and

disabled, AHM Installations can

provide wet rooms, walk in showers,

walk in baths, automatic toilets, raised

toilets, grab rails and shower stools. 

Every customer receives a free

bathroom survey and a no obligation

quotation, as well as free advice on

available government grants. Those

that choose AHM Instillations can also

rely on trustworthy tradesmen who will

share their vast knowledge and

expertise of bathroom and wet room

installations, every step of the way.   

AHM Installations have

showrooms in Lincoln, Kent, and

Somerset. To find out more, please

visit their website at

www.ahminstallations.co.uk call them

on 0800 7316495 or simply pop in to

your local showroom where a friendly

welcome awaits. 
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website and through resellers all around the world.

Always keen for feedback on what problems

people face and what they need, Rob is always

working on new products and invariably has up to

five prototypes in production.

“Our mission is to reach and help more and

more people with hand function disabilities to

enable them to take part in numerous activities as

independently as possible,” said Rob.

“We pride ourselves in working with those with

hand functions across a wide spectrum of

disabilities and activity levels, from Paralympic gold

medal winners to leisure gardeners and from

injured military personnel to small children.”

The list includes people with spinal cord injury,

limb differences, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis,

brachial plexus, myositis, nerve and brain injuries

and stroke sufferers.

Now he has a grip on life, Rob’s personal goals

revolve around his young family and to set a

personal best every year, for as long as he can, at

various wheelchair race distances.

There is a famous quote that says the best

helping hand that you will ever receive is the one

at the end of your own arm. Perhaps for some of

us the best helping hand might be from

Active Hands.

To find out more go to www.activehands.com l

Equipment>> Active Hands Team.
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Good things come to those who wait.
Meet the Quickie Q300 M-Mini from
Sunrise Medical, made in the UK, the next
generation in powerchairs. Developed from
the Salsa M2 Mini, the Q300 M-Mini sets
the benchmark for the world’s smallest,
market leading, TRUE mid-wheel drive
powerchairs of this decade.

Take our flagship product and make it
better? Improving on tried and tested
technology is no mean feat; but by talking
to our customers and listening to their
feedback, we put our halo product back
through the design process and worked on
resolving challenges posed.

Compact space? Meet the slim base. The
Q300 M-Mini still maintains the record for
the smallest of footprints with a 52cm wide
base, designed to take on the tightest of home and social
environments. With its groundbreaking 112cm turning circle,
this TRUE mid-wheel drive powerchair allows you to turn
precisely on the spot, easily manoeuvring out of any tricky
situation inside and outside the home. Through floor lift, no
problem! It’s short 106cm base length and its lightweight
design of 103 kgs ensures you can ride in and out with ease.

Reach for the jars! Taking it up a level. Hard to reach cupboards
are no longer a problem, you can now rise up to meet them with
the Q300 M-Mini 30cm powered lift. Introducing our
redesigned seat to floor height, you can also easily transfer from
your chair or move even closer to your table to enjoy any home
and social occasion.

Freedom to ride, anywhere outside. Already owning our
patented six-wheel suspension, and anti- pitch technology
giving a secure, smooth and stable ride, we added the option of
14” drive wheels for greater outdoor traction, meaning you are
empowered to climb 3” to 4” kerbs and up hills with ease, giving
you the tallest kerb climber on the market. Picking up speed,
downhill is a breeze. Driving down slopes, ramps and kerbs with
our anti-pitch technology, and coming to a stop ensures you
are kept stable in your chair and are not thrown forward. Bumpy
ground slowing you down? Not anymore!
With the option of 4-pole motors, plus the
additional 35% in battery power, the super-
charged 56Ah batteries allow you to say
“bye-bye” to range compromise and travel
up to 22.5 miles on a single charge!

Go where you want, how you want. The
Q300 M-Mini allows you to ride with
confidence, easily transition up ramps with
its TRUE mid-wheel technology and 52 cm
narrow base straight into your Wheelchair
Adapted Vehicle (no clipping the sides, or
getting caught on the tracks). For extra

peace of mind, the Q300 M-Mini is crash
tested, passed with 4-Point Tie down
system, Dahl Docking and now an even
lower floor to seat height, allows you to
drive straight under the steering wheel
with ease. Difficulty hoisting into vehicles?
Also a thing of the past, with its narrow
and lightweight base (from 103 kgs) the
Q300 M-Mini is perfect for hoisting in and
out of vehicles with the tie-down points
located on the base; combine this with the
fold down backrest, swing-away legrests
and removeable single post armrest
options you have the smallest package
available to pop into your car. Commuting
to work by public transport? The TRUE
mid-wheel drive base is at home on bus,
tram or train with its narrow 52 cm base

and 112 cm turning circle you can easily manoeuvre into any
space available. You won’t find yourself in a tight spot again!

Ride with individual head turning style. Get ready to
customise your ride. 10 custom shrouds with an array of accent
colours meaning no-more wallflower, stand out from the
crowd! The Q300 M- Mini comes with 28 standard style
configurations. Go bold FIRE red, be discrete with our sleek,
black carbon design, with over 98 shroud configurations to
choose from, we have something to suit everyone.

Are you sitting comfortably? Gone is the difficult to adjust
seating. The easily adjustable Sedeo Lite seating system,
designed to fit you precisely, has arrived. We want your life to
be hassle free and the contoured new Sedeo LITE comfortable
and supportive backrest provides just this option. A wide range
of seating accessories are also available to accommodate basic
needs to the most complex seating requirements.

Raising the bar. With the Q300 M-Mini you are in control.
Offering a range of powered options to suit your lifestyle and
clinical needs it supports a 30cm powered lift to reach that top
shelf or order a drink from the bar, a 300 degree tilt for pressure
relief, articulating legrests to support fluid drainage from your

legs and a powered backrest recline to
allow you to independently adjust your
backrest when you need it.

The Q300 M-Mini is compact on size, but
BIG on performance making this the
perfect TRUE mid- wheel drive powerchair
to tackle your everyday, day to day.

Quickie wheelchairs launches the Q300 M-
Mini The new addition to the Q-Series Family

For more information on the Q300 M-Mini to request a free demonstration 
or a brochure please visit www.sunrisemedical.co.uk/q300m-mini or contact marketing@sunmed.co.uk
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P
EOPLE WITH COMPLEx disabilities in

England will have a greater chance to take

part in sport and physical activity thanks to

major new funding.

The national disability charity, Sense, has

been awarded £1.3 million by Sport England to

tackle the issue of inactivity among people with

complex disabilities, which has a detrimental

effect on their physical health and mental

wellbeing.

Keep Active
Research carried out by Sport England shows

that inactivity (less than thirty minutes exercise

a week) is double for disabled people (42%)

than non-disabled people (21%). That increases

sharply as the number of impairments

Health>>
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Restore your gut health with our probiotic kefir

and Complete Prebiotic, giving you the most

complete and diverse gut care available.

Microbiome Testing gives you the evidence-based

answers you need, in the privacy of your own

home. Chat with our Nutritional Therapists

now, 8 am to 8 pm weekdays. 

Free advice from a Nutritional Therapist.

www.chucklinggoat.co.uk

Tel: 07967 212 942

Tummy Troubles?
Talk to The Goat! 
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86% of all British adults

suffered some form of

gastrointestinal (GI) problem

in the last year

D
espite the prevalence of this

painful and debilitating

condition, not much was known

about either what caused these

problems, or what can be done

about them - until now. 

Now a landmark study by

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in the

US has uncovered strong evidence

that GI problems, or IBS (Irritable

Bowel Syndrome) are frequently

associated with an imbalance of

bacteria in the gut. 

Over time, the diversity of

bacteria inside the gut is often

damaged by sugar, stress,

antibiotics and environmental

toxins, chemicals and pollution. 

The American College of

Gastroenterology also found that

probiotics like kefir were both safe

and effective in improving

symptoms and normalizing bowel

movement frequency in patients

suffering from constipation or

diarrhoea related to IBS.

Probiotics - or beneficial

bacteria that live inside the gut -

work best when accompanied by

prebiotics, or food for those

bacteria. Dr Michael Mosley found

in recent trials on his show Trust

Me I’ m a Doctor that the

combination of probiotics and

prebiotics reduced the stress

response in candidates by 31%. As

stress is a major trigger for IBS,

this finding offers significant

hope for sufferers. 

Chuckling Goat, a UK company

named Best Practice

Representative 2019 and 2020 by

the Parliamentary Review, has

created a full range of unique gut

health offerings. Their range

includes probiotic kefir, as well as

a complex prebiotic that contains

18 different types of fibre, and

Microbiome Testing for gold-

standard, evidence-based advice. 

Chat with one of their

Nutritional Therapists at

www.chucklinggoat.co.uk for free

personalised advice on gut health. 

Tummy Troubles? Talk to The Goat! 

Case Study: Pauline Potter, 62, Retired 
Head Teacher, West Yorkshire

I
suffered from IBS for ten years, starting in 2008. The IBS was quite

severe - I suffered bloating, and was unable to travel some days. I

had to leave meetings in agony to get to the loo - even when I hadn’ t

eaten anything, I would start to sweat and be in extreme pain.

Sometimes I would be in the supermarket and have to leave my cart. It

was embarrassing.  I took six months off work, and never went back.

When I finally retired in 2011, I thought I had the flu the doctor

diagnosed depression.

I started to take kefir March 14, 2017. I didn’ t expect a quick fix,

but after a month it was amazing. Half-way through my second batch

of kefir, I had no IBS I started to feel better - I was not in pain any

more. I can only attribute the improvements to the kefir - nothing else

had changed. 

All these chemicals aren’ t doing us any favours. The kefir is

magical. It’ s a natural thing - and that’ s the way we all need to

be going.”

Ferne Cotton says: I love what

you're doing. We are big fans of

your product in our house and

drink the kefir every morning. 
Visit website

chucklinggoat.co.uk and get

15% off your first purchase with

coupon code HEALYOURGUT
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an individual has increases – 51% of people with

complex disabilities are inactive.

Sport England’s funding through the National

Lottery will enable Sense to expand its programme

of sports provision, working with partners

throughout the UK to run accessible sport sessions

in London and the South East, the West Midlands,

the East, South West and Yorkshire. 

The sessions will support more than 2,500

people with high-level support needs, aged from

five to 50+, to access sport and physical activity

over the next three years.

Don’t Miss Out
“Over half of all people with complex disabilities

miss out on participating in sport and physical

exercise, which is vital for keeping healthy, learning

new skills and making new friends,” explained

Sense National Sports Manager, Alissa Ayling.

“The funding will enable us to create lifelong

opportunities for people with complex disabilities

to be active by establishing meaningful, engaging,

and local opportunities to take part in sport and

physical activity.”

To find out more go to www.sense.org.uk/sport l

Health>>
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Nearly three quarters of
people said that when they

felt lonely, they didn’t tell
anyone despite most having
someone they could count on*.

People can become isolated for
a variety of reasons such as
getting older, managing health
conditions, no longer being the
hub of family life, leaving the
workplace or the death of a
partner. Someone who is lonely
often finds it hard to reach out.
There is a stigma surrounding
loneliness and older people tend
not to ask for help.

At Fittleworth, one of the
largest home delivery services of
medical devices, we see this on a
weekly basis as we speak to over
4,000 clients a day dispensing
over 2,000 prescriptions. With
over 70% of our client-base
being over the age of 65 we
wanted to find a way to help
people reconnect.

We recognise that many of our
clients go through some form of
life changing medical condition
that can result in stoma formation
or long term catheter use. No
matter what your age, medical
conditions like bowel cancer or a
spinal injury will impact your
confidence significantly.

Many clients and even their
partners have told us that after
the stress and anxiety of their
operation, the biggest challenge
is often after they have been
discharged and face the reality of
managing a long-term condition.
How can I feel confident to go out
in public? Will people notice or
comment? Will there be a public
toilet I can use?

We launched In Good Company
– a podcast that focuses on the
topic of loneliness, presented by
Carrie Grant and with a wealth
of great guests with interesting
stories to tell. We discuss a

wealth of solutions to empower
people to find the connection
they need. 

We wanted to ensure that our
clients and others know they are
not alone, that they can reach
out for support from a number of
charities who are there to help.
From Independent Age who offer
so many supportive services to
those over the age of 65 to our
other expert charity partners like
Colostomy UK who can offer that
specialised support to those
learning to live with a stoma. 

It’s not easy, but it’s not
impossible and we want to help
people seek out the support
that they deserve.

*Source: Gov.UK 2019

“When life seems to get very small, actually there is
something in that smallness that is very valuable”

For more information please visit www.fittleworth.com/ingoodcompany
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rTMS Support Group
This is an Informal Group that offers
support for patients, carers and relatives.

It provides an opportunity to share
experiences and express any anxieties in a
safe and friendly environment.

We meet:
l On the last Wednesday of the Month,
14:00 – 16:00.

l At REGUS Building; in the Meeting room
on the ground floor.

l If you have been offered TMS and would
like to meet patients who have had it,
you are welcome to join us.

For further details please contact: Lauren
Campbell – info@experttms.co.uk
or telephone 01925 661721 

Living with depression and other
mental health conditions is hard,
but this can be especially difficult
when one treatment after another
doesn’t help and often medications
lead to unwanted side effects! 
Don’t lose hope!
Finding the right treatment can take time but
rTMS may be the treatment that will make you
feel like you again. 58% of patients with treatment
resistant depression respond positively with
rTMS.

Expert TMS offers you a personalised service
with our own team of dedicated clinicians and
staff in a caring, peaceful and private clinic
setting.

Our aim is to improve the quality of life for our
clients, to help take the forward step into
recovery and rediscover the ‘New You’.

Our expert team consists of Consultant
Psychiatrists, Registered Mental Health Nurses,
Consultant Clinical Psychologists and TMS
technicians.

We offer a multidisciplinary approach to your care
and discuss your initial treatment as a team and
review regularly throughout. 

All treatments are administered by experienced
psychiatric nurses and technicians who will cater
flexibly to your working hours/needs including
evening or weekend appointments.

With no down time or after affects you will be
able to drive away after treatment. Feel free to
bring along a friend or family member for your
appointments or drop in to our rTMS support
groups to clarify any queries you may have.

So, don’t hesitate, contact us now to address

your mental health needs using the safest and
most effective non medicinal treatments,
currently transcranial magnetic stimulation.

Referral Process
We accept both GP and self-referrals. This means
that you can contact us directly, and do not need
a doctor’s referral to begin treatment.

Mental health Conditions RTMS can be effective
in: Mood Disorders, Addiction, OCD Anorexia
nervosa, Chronic insomnia and Chronic pain.

Some insurance companies can cover this
treatment. 

To arrange a free telephone consultation
or to ask us questions about how rTMS
therapy can help you, call us today on
01925 661721 or email us at
info@experttms.co.uk

Rediscover the New You
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WELCOME TO EXPERT TMS
Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation, known as
rTMS, is a form of non-invasive brain stimulation
treatment. rTMS provides an effective non-
pharmaceutical treatment to mental health problems with
limited side effects.

The basic principle of rTMS is to target short magnetic
pulses over the scalp to stimulate specific brain regions
that regulate conditions like depression, anxiety and other
mood disorders. The method may be used alongside
medication.  Furthermore, our process is pain-free and
therefore requires absolutely no anaesthetics or
sedatives.

As well as avoiding unwanted side-effects, rTMS acts
much faster than antidepressants and doesn’t require the
patient to change their daily activities, as our method is
based on science and not routine.

rTMS has been tested in over 60 clinical studies
worldwide. In the UK, The National Institute for Health &
Care Excellence (NICE) provides independent national
evidenced based guidance and advice to improve health.
It has been approved since 2015 by NICE. It has been
fully licensed by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in the USA since 2008, and is routinely
used to treat depression in many centres
across Europe.

Some insurance companies can cover this
treatment.

To arrange a free telephone consultation or to ask
questions about how rTMS therapy can help you call us
today on 01925 661721 or email at
info@experttms.co.uk   www.experttms.co.uk
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Iron is essential to life. It
contributes to the reduction of
tiredness and fatigue and also
plays an important role in normal
energy metabolism, oxygen
transport, cognitive function,
immune function and formation
of red blood cells and
haemoglobin.

Iron has many functions in the
human body:

l It allows oxygen to be transported in

red blood cells

l Helps to ensure proper functioning of the immune system

l Helps to reduce tiredness and fatigue

l Supports cognitive function

l Contributes to normal energy production

Getting Enough Iron From Your Diet – Eating
Healthy May Not Be Enough

You exercise, you eat healthily, get as much information as you

can about nutrition and may even take multivitamins or iron

tablets.

Many of us can name foods which are high in iron, such as red

meat, pork and poultry, beans, dark green leafy vegetables like

spinach and dried fruits such as raisins and apricots. However,

did you know that iron is very difficult for the body to absorb,

even with optimum health and diet conditions? And while you

could include iron rich foods in your diet, other everyday foods

and drinks (such as calcium-rich cheese and milk, or tea and

coffee) could actually be inhibiting your iron intake, partially

cancelling-out the good that iron rich foods will do.

Iron is very difficult for the body to absorb.

Public health nutritionist Dr Emma Derbyshire notes that

“absorption is a real issue”.  “Many factors influence uptake. A

number of compounds which occur naturally in foods — such as

the phytates found in beans grains and nuts, and tannin in tea

and coffee — inhibit iron absorption,” says Dr Derbyshire. Put

simply, the good you may think you are doing with a bowl of

healthy spinach could be partially cancelled-out by the cup of

tea or coffee or the cheese plate that comes afterwards.

Women of childbearing age need twice as much
daily iron as men. 

Women may benefit from an iron supplement when they

cannot fulfil their iron needs through diet alone. Dr Emma

Derbyshire says: “Women are tired — not only because they are

working hard or heading up families, but also because they may

be running on empty when it comes to iron status”.

Iron is also important for active
exercisers.

Iron is used by the body’s muscles to

help produce energy. Iron is required for

formation of haemoglobin (blood) and

myoglobin (muscles) for oxygen

transport around the body and muscles

cells. Maintaining optimal iron levels

may result in increased aerobic capacity

and all-round performance.

Iron can be lost in several ways
during exercise:

l Exercisers sweat more than sedentary people, which can

lead to higher iron losses.

l Foot strike during running can result in lower iron due to

red blood cell damage.

l During exercise the body does not digest food as efficiently

and so absorption may be compromised.

l Training for events such as marathons and triathlons will

put the body into a state of stress and this can reduce the

body’s ability to absorb nutrients efficiently.

The Challenge with taking a supplement

In addition to a healthy balanced diet, iron supplementation

provides a simple solution for many people, but up to now it

often comes at the expense of side effects. Three-quarters of

women taking traditional iron supplements, will experience

unpleasant gastrointestinal side effects including abdominal

pain, nausea, constipation or diarrhoea and heartburn and

because traditional oral iron supplements are often poorly

absorbed and tolerated.

Supplementing your diet with iron tablets

If you do decide to increase your iron intake through iron

supplements, it is important to choose one that is kind on your

stomach and strong on absorption. While ferrous sulfate is

considered the ‘gold standard’, these tablets may cause gut

irritation leading to constipation and nausea.

Active Iron contains a ground-breaking protein formula that

helps protect ferrous sulfate in the stomach and targets the

body’s natural site of absorption in the small intestine. Active

Iron is a non-constipating formula and is clinically proven to

have x2 better absorption of ferrous sulfate and is kind

enough to take on an empty stomach.*

To contact us regarding Active
Iron visit  www.activeiron.com

Or email us on
info@activeiron.com

*Wang et al, Acta Haematoligica 2017.

What are the benefits of iron?
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Blesma, The Limbless Veterans is dedicated to
assisting veterans who have suffered life-

changing injury; we are here for all serving and
ex-service men and women who have
experienced loss of limb, use of limbs, hearing,
sight or speech, either during or after service.

We have pledged to help every single one of
our Members for life – so that they can get on
with the rest of their lives. Former Royal Engineer
Matt Weston is one of those Members

Matt was just 20 years old when he lost
three limbs to a bomb blast in Afghanistan.
We’ve been there by his side ever since...

“I joined the Royal Engineers when I was just
16. I think it was because, as a child, I was
fascinated with cars and planes, and was good at
science and maths at school. I have to admit that
I was drawn to working in bomb disposal by the glamour of a dangerous
job,” says Matt. 

“I enjoyed the risk aspect of it – you can’t beat the rush of blowing
something up! And you get respect because you’re saving lives. Every
device could potentially kill someone! 

“In Afghanistan, it was obvious that IEDs were the key threat. My
unit was the A-Team – we worked with Special Forces and did some really
high-risk stuff. We were good at finding bombs – we disposed of more
than 100 in just four months! – and so we were often sent to the most
dangerous areas. I was even given a commendation for bravery, but I felt
that I was just doing my job! 

“The very real risks of my job materialised on 29 June 2009. My
memory of the fortnight up until the explosion is still hazy. The Taliban
were using IEDs to channel us into certain areas, and soldiers were
getting hit in hellish ambushes.

“We were close to a compound; I’d searched a doorway and it all
seemed to be clear. All I remember is a flash, my ears ringing, and the
sensation of falling. “I lost both my legs and my right arm below the
elbow in the blast. I was only 20 years old.

“My rehab has been long, slow and
difficult. I was in intensive care for a while and
was in hospital for three months. I’ve now had
more than 50 operations since then.

“As a triple amputee, there were some
aspects of rehabilitation I simply couldn’t do,
and that was frustrating. I can’t use prosthetics
– the reward I’d get with them isn’t worth the
time I’d have to put in – so physically, I’m as
good as I’m going to get.

“I only get three hours’ sleep a night
because of pain and mental issues. But I’m
succeeding. I’ve got myself into work and am
getting on with my life. 

“Blesma have been brilliant right from the
start. After my injury, the Support Officer I had
was my lifeline. Blesma helped me into civilian

life, but they are ex-military, so understand me. They really helped me
sort out my compensation – they did all the paperwork for me, and
they knew it inside out. They don’t pat themselves on the back – they
just do it. Blesma just gets things done!

“I’ve met some great people through Blesma too, and that’s been
another big help as the other Members have all been through
something similar. I know that Blesma will always be there for me,
right through my life. Right now, I’m working, but it’s fantastic to
know that the Blesma safety net is there for me if I do fall to pieces.
If my chair breaks and I can’t repair it, Blesma will get it done. If I
need guiding towards another kind of help as I get older, Blesma will
do that.

“Churchill once said: ‘If you’re going through hell, keep going.’ I
can relate to that. I was in a bad place after my injury but Blesma
have been there for me, by my side, from day one. Once you’ve been
through something like this, nothing else seems like a big problem.

“I know Blesma will make sure I always think like that.”

Tel: 020 8590 1124   • Email : info@blesma.org
Find out more: www.blesma.org
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LOng term DIsabILIty Is nOt a
barrIer tO HOme OWnersHIp

LiVing with a disability that restricts mobility is never easy, wherever you live.
Paul and his wife found a solution by purchasing their ideal home through
HOLD (home ownership for people with long term disabilities).

Paul said: “My wife suffers from Fibromyalgia and it causes daily, chronic

pain in her hips/back and legs. She needs crutches to mobilise at home,

and a wheelchair when outside.

She frequently fell over in our rented home when i was at work, and she was
unable to easily access the garden. Through HOLD we have been in our
bungalow for nearly two years, and the change to my wife’s health has been 
life changing.”

What is HOLD? HOLD is a route into shared
ownership through a government backed scheme
(England only). Advance Housing and Support who
specialise in services for people with long-term
disabilities and mental health conditions has helped
more than 650 people to part-own their own home in
the last 20 years.
Who is eligible? You must be over 18 years old, have a
recognised long-term disability and can fund a deposit
and legal fees.
How does it work? Advance buys the property you
choose from the open market and sells a share of the
equity back to you under the HOLD shared ownership

scheme. We rent our share to
you and provide certain
maintenance and repairs to your property to make sure
it stays in a good condition, which is covered by a
service charge. You can, if you want to, increase your %
share of ownership in the property over time. Advance
also provides personalised support services in large
parts of England which enables more people to live
independently.
How can I find out more? Visit our website at
www.advanceuk.org or give our friendly Home
Ownership team a ring on 0333 012 4307 or 
Email: homeownership@advanceuk.org

www.advanceuk.org 
e homeownership@advanceuk.org
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SOPHiE is a 26 year old woman with Cerebral

Palsy who lives in West Oxfordshire. Although

Sophie has limited mobility this didn’t stop her

from moving into digs to study history at the

University of northampton. Three years later

with a degree under her belt and a lot of

experience of independent living, Sophie and

her family realised it would be difficult for her

to live again under the same roof as the rest of

the family. Sophie wanted a place of her own

and a solution presented itself when her step-

Dad Richard saw an advert in a local magazine

for HOLD (home ownership for people with

long term disabilities).

Sophie and her family got in touch with Advance

and then searched for a suitable property. Her

Mum noticed a two-bedroom house that came

up for sale three doors down from where they

were living which seemed close enough to help

if needed but far enough to give Sophie the

independence she wanted.

Through a combination of a trust fund for

Sophie, Advance’s contribution and a mortgage

she was able to purchase the house and moved

into her new home in 2014. Sophie’s condition

restricts her movement and her ability to do

physical tasks but this doesn’t stop her helping

at her local church and food bank, when she

feels able to do so. She has a power scooter

that she uses to get around and her step-Dad

Richard says he has a hard time walking fast

enough to keep up with it.

Richard believes that HOLD has given him and

Sophie’s Mum peace of mind knowing that she

has a place to live in the long term that will suit

her needs. “We are really happy that Sophie

has a home for life, with the right support.

As a very determined person she can now

live the life she has chosen for herself.”

When asked what a difference shared

ownership has made to her life Sophie said:

“It’s amazing, it has transformed all our

lives. I have more independence and we all

have a better relationship in our family.”

She urges other people with long term physical

disabilities to consider HOLD as a route into

home ownership and greater independence.

s O p H I e ’ s  s t O r y

www.advanceuk.org      0333 012 4307 e homeownership@advanceuk.org
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BSc(Hons) MSc DClinPsy PGDip CPsychol AFBPsS

Dr Peter Corr is a Consultant Clinical Psychologist with over
20 years NHS experience and director of Bridge Psychology
Services Ltd. He specialises in working with children and
adolescents with learning disabilities, autistic spectrum
conditions and other neurodevelopmental conditions, along
with associated social and mental health difficulties.

Dr Corr has provided expert assessment and opinion to the
criminal, family, coroner’s and civil courts as well as at 
tribunals and other legal proceedings.

His specialist reports cover:-

l Neuropsychological and Cognitive Functioning – including IQ assessment,
neuro-psychological  assessment and profiling, memory assessment, planning
and problem solving.

l Diagnostic Assessments – including level of learning disability, neuro-
developmental conditions, mental health assessment.

l Functional and Adoptive Skills – including social skills, self care, managing
social interactions.

l Capacity Assessment – including treatment decisions, for place of residence, for
college and employment.

l Capacity Relating to Court – fitness to plead, fitness to instruct a solicitor, fitness
to manage the court environment.

l Full Generic Psychological Assessments – incorporating some or all of the
above including level of cognitive functioning, mental health state, relational and
attachment issues, adoptive skills level.

Assessments can be undertaken as pre-proceedings or to support ongoing or planned
proceedings in court environments.

Tel: 07806 564 503
Email: office@bridgepsychology.co.uk
Suite i, Business Development Centre, Stafford
Park 4, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BS

www.bridgepsychology.co.uk

Dr Peter J Corr
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W
hen routines are ever-changing causing you to

feel anxious about being socially distant from

loved ones, take some reassurance from the calming

influence that nature can provide.  Having a garden

or outdoor space that

attracts wildlife means you

are able to share your time

with friends you didn’t know

were there. 

Spring is here so enjoy it!

Your garden wildlife is busy

going about its business as

usual, but this year you can

be somewhat closer to the

action! Birdsong is in full

swing so why not have some

fun with learning how to

identify them. Or just have an

id chart to hand and check off

your visitors. If you have a

bird feeder or two in the

garden, you are more likely

to attract birds who will then

frequent your patch more

often in the future. 

Follow the birds around your garden to

see if they are showing signs of a nest

nearby as it is fascinating to watch

them.  For an inside view, visit our

online 24/7 nest box webcams at

www.birdfood.co.uk/webcams where

you can witness owls, peregrines and

more at this special time of year.

As the warmer weather bathes our gardens in

sunshine, look at how you can make it more wildlife

friendly and attractive to pollinating insects. From

traditional buddleia perfect for butterflies, berry-

rich shrubs, to everyday perennials. And remember

balconies and patios can be just as delightful with

dwarf planting in pots, hanging baskets and even

window mounted bird feeder.

CJ Wildlife have developed an outstanding range of

wildlife products and plants which allow people to

share the joy of caring for

wildlife. For more details

visit www.birdfood.co.uk or

call Freephone 0800 731

2820 and use code

UKLWDM20 to save 10%

(valid until 31/10/20).

Let Garden Wildlife Be the Perfect Companion At Home
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BENEFITS OF A HIGH QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Neurodevelopmental conditions such as autism, adhd, and
learning disabilities are very complex conditions and
sometimes they can be invisible to other people. A high quality
assessment should not be quick, or  simply a checklist. It
should take time to gather information from those who know
the child, involve an experienced clinician who is able to
understand the information, it should provide a clear opinion
and recommendations on what might be helpful. A good
assessment should be able to untangle neurodevelopmental
difficulties, mental health difficulties, learned behaviour and
“just being a child” so that the right understanding and
support can be offered.

A thorough, assessment can be life changing for the child and
family. It can be the difference between not being excluded
from school, people understanding them better, opening up
opportunities to access support, being able to cope with
college, securing employment, having a family and living a
fulfilling life. It could mean that they don’t miss out on the life
that they could have had.   

Tel: 07806 564 503

Email: office@bridgepsychology.co.uk
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F
or years, deaf and disabled music fans have

faced huge barriers when it comes to booking

concert tickets.

Whether it's the requirement to call premium

rate help lines, or having to provide evidence of

their disabilities, the experience has put many

fans off.

Now Ticketmaster has introduced a new system

that allows gig-goers to book tickets online.

The scheme allows fans to submit details of their

disability online. Once validated, the information is

bound to their profile so that they can book tickets

for all future gigs without extra effort.

In participating venues, accessible seats will be

clearly labelled on the seat map like any other

ticket - whether that's in the range of a hearing

loop, or in a wheelchair-friendly zone, with a free

companion ticket.

Within 24 hours of an online accessible order,

the fan is asked to submit their accessible

requirements via their ‘My Account’ on the

Ticketmaster site. The fan will only ever need to do

this once, with the information stored securely

for all future purchases.

Entertainment>>

Easy booking for
disabled Gig-Goers

“This is real progress for

millions of disabled fans who

are entitled to a variety of

ways in which they can book

their tickets. 

Ticketmaster has launched online

ticket sales for disabled fans in

the UK.

u
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In a recent survey compiled by Attitude is

Everything, a UK based disability-led charity, it

was found that 83% of disabled gig-goers had

been put off buying tickets because of

inaccessible booking systems. Many have had to

pay extra to be able to buy a ticket online or

been given no option to purchase online at all.

“At Ticketmaster we believe equal access to

live entertainment is paramount,” said Andrew

Parsons, MD Ticketmaster UK.

“We knew we had to do more for disabled

fans and our team has worked hard on this

ground-breaking technology that endeavours to

make ticket buying simple for all. Every fan

should have the same access to the events they

love, it’s an ongoing process and one we

continue to prioritise.”

The technology is already in place at the

Motorpoint Arena Cardiff, the SEC in Glasgow

and arenas in Sheffield, Leeds and Newcastle.

More venues in more countries will follow

throughout 2020.

“I’m delighted that Ticketmaster’s

accessible ticket sales will go online,” said

Suzanne Bull MBE, CEO of Attitude is

Everything.

“This is real progress for millions of disabled

fans who are entitled to a variety of ways in

which they can book their tickets. In designing

their new service, Ticketmaster has worked

closely with us and our Ticketing Without

Barriers Coalition to achieve the 5 steps to

inclusive ticketing that we set out in our

February 2018 ‘State of Access Report. We

wish them every success.”

The news follows Ticketmaster UK’s

nomination for the ‘Ticketing Without

Barriers’ award at the 2019 Outstanding

Attitude Awards held by Attitude is

Everything. l

Entertainment>>
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A
TRIP TO a pub, a restaurant, to see the latest

movie release at the cinema or a West End

show might be just what you need after weeks of

self-isolation.

But do you have to spend hours planning a trip out

because of your disability?

Have you visited somewhere and found access was

not what you expected?

Are you anxious and stressed when visiting a 

new place?

AccessAble takes the chance out of going out

by giving you the detailed information you need to

work out if a place is going to be accessible to you.

Detailed Access Guides tell you all about a

venue’s access. They include facts, figures and

photographs.

“We know everyone’s accessibility needs are

different, which is why having detailed, accurate

information is so important,” said Carrie-Ann

Lightley, AccessAble Marketing Manager.

“It’s why we send our trained surveyors to

check out every single place in person and why the

information we collect has all been asked for by

the people who use us.

“We've surveyed 10,000s of venues across the

UK and Ireland, including shops, pubs, restaurants,

cinemas, theatres, railway stations, hotels, colleges,

universities, hospitals and more.”

You can check out the facts and explore the

details before you leave home or on the move by

visiting www.AccessAble.co.uk or download the

AccessAble App.

AccessAble’s Background
AccessAble, originally called DisabledGo, was set

up in 2000 by Dr. Gregory Burke as a result of his

own experiences as a wheelchair user and

disabled walker.

Gregory was frustrated to find that the best-

Entertainment>>

AccessAble -
Your
Accessibility
Guide
When life gets back to

some sort of normal

after the Coronavirus

what will you be doing for

entertainment?
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case scenario when he looked for accessibility

information was a few unhelpful words that only

resulted in more uncertainty.

Not having the information he needed meant

everything had to be planned and that too often

going out became a stressful and anxious

experience. At times Gregory felt he could not go

out at all.

Working alongside over 100 different disability

groups Gregory launched DisabledGo’s first

website in 2002. Since then the organisation has

grown and developed, continually meeting and

listening to its user community.

By 2018 DisabledGo was used by over 1.5

million people each year to plan a visit or trip out. 

In June 2018 it began to build a new website

and IOS and Android Apps, something its user

community had been passionate and vocal about.

What is a Detailed Access Guide?
A Detailed Access Guide lets you know what

access will be like when you visit somewhere. It

looks at the route you will use getting in and what

is available inside.

All the Guides have Accessibility Symbols that

give you a quick overview of what is available, you

can also use these to filter your search.

Your Guide
What's accessible for one person is not always

accessible to someone else. That's why AccessAble

gives you the detail, so you can decide if

somewhere is right for you. 

Information you can trust
If it was as easy as ringing up and asking,

AccessAble admits it wouldn’t exist. It knows how

important it is to have detailed, accurate

information, which is why a trained surveyor visits

every venue you will find on AccessAble.

Surveyors aren't there to rate a venue or say if

they think access is 'good' or 'bad', they are there

to collect the facts that people want to know.

Keeping the accessibility guides up to date is a

big job, and AccessAble use an ISO9001 quality

approved process to do just that. Last year it called

75000 venues to review the information and sent

surveyors back to update places that had made

changes.

All of the information it collects has been asked

for by disabled people and carers. If you feel they

are missing something let them know – email

hello@AccessAble.co.uk, visit

www.AccessAble.co.uk or download the

AccessAble App. l

Entertainment>>

It’s why we send our trained

surveyors to check out every

single place in person and

why the information we

collect has all been asked for

by the people who use us.
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around, she’s had tough times too. She recounts

the occasion where she had to dump her chair and

drag herself up two flights of steep stairs to get to

the only available toilet.

And there’s the time she booked a family trip to

an ‘accessible’ HomeAway property, only to find

on arrival the property was on split levels and the

only way she could get from one floor to another

was to leave the house, travel to the far end of a

set of buildings and then make a return journey to

the other side of the property. Luckily for Nicki,

the weather stayed dry and warm throughout.

Now, thanks to the kindness of strangers,

Nicki’s decided to set up her own business, to

extend the same guidance, advice and friendly

Holidays

At a time when booking a holiday is

something we’re all looking forward

to, we asked contributors to share

their memories of trips they’ve

taken, and what effect they had.

The Kindness
of Strangers

N
ICKI ISAACS HAS a whole host of holiday

memories to share. 

But the best memories of all, she tells us,

weren’t the places she’s been, but the people

she’s met.

From a car hire boss in Sardinia to the staff at

a palm tree-cocooned riad in Marrakesh, Nicki

has experienced the very best of people as they

stepped up to help her make the most of her

holiday breaks.

As someone who relies on a wheelchair to get
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holiday, which is really important time for me and

the family to be together, there aren’t always all

the adaptations you’d like, to make the most of

your time away.”

Nicki started to hone her research and sleuthing

skills when planning for a holiday in Marrakesh

around 12 years ago, when she was asked by

friends to spend New Year with them in the

Moroccan capital. 

“We didn’t think we’d be able to go first of all,

not because of mobility issues, but because we

didn’t think we’d be able to get a babysitter,” she

says. “Suddenly one of our family offered and we

quickly agreed to go.

“It was only when I had a look at the Lonely

Planet guide that the reality started to sink in: it

mentioned cobbled streets, rough pavements and a

different cultural attitude back then, and I thought

we might have made a terrible mistake.”

Nicki’s determination to travel, however, drove

her to become a voracious researcher, searching

out chat rooms, sources of reliable reference

materials and other travellers’ personal experiences

to help her plan for a successful trip.

Equipped with a raft of information, she made

the trip, enhanced all the way by the people she

met.

“I loved Marrakesh, it was so vibrant – the souks

and all the entertainment, but the toilets were all

completely segregated, which proved an issue. My

husband, Andy, would normally be on hand to help,

but he definitely wasn’t allowed into the ladies’

toilets. That meant I had to resort to using the

men’s facilities, so he could be there: it’s a lasting

holiday memory being wheeled past a surprised

row of male faces using the urinals.”

Holidays>>

Nicki’s determination to keep

travelling, an example of her

motivation to not be

restricted by disability

hints and tips that have made such a difference to

the way she’s travelled in the past to all aspects of

social care

Nicki, from Steyning in West Sussex now uses a

wheelchair after being first diagnosed with

Multiple Sclerosis 24 years ago. As it’s a

progressive disease, Nicki’s mobility has changed

over the years, which means she’s constantly re-

evaluating the ways and means by which she can

travel with confidence, in comfort.

“At home, of course, we’ve managed with

adaptations so I can continue with my daily life,”

she explains. “We live in a 1930s semi, and we

now have things like a wet room, a lift and ramps

around the garden. But when it comes to going on u
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Nicki now has a range of go-to sites to seek out

information, from ‘toilet finder’ apps to chatrooms.

“I’ve found it best to put the destination into a search

engine and then use a range of filters to focus on the

aspects of your holiday that are really important to

you,” she says. “Try not to complicate that too much.

On Airbnb for example, there are more than 10

filters: if you use all of them, you’ll find that you end

up with no properties meeting your criteria. On

rental websites, like that one or HomeAway, you’re

reliant on the owner actually understanding what it’s

like to use a wheelchair: ‘accessible’ doesn’t mean

the same as ‘easy’ or ‘navigable’. I’ve been to one

property which was on one level, but the entire car

park was covered in gravel, which meant I couldn’t

get from the car park to the

house!

“If you’re renting

somewhere, I’d strongly

advise ringing the owner and

talking through your specific

requirements: it’s much easier

to do that in advance than to

turn up and find that the place you’re spending

the next week is going to make your life really

difficult!”

Nicki’s determination to keep travelling, an

example of her motivation to not be restricted by

disability, has opened up a whole new career

from next month, as she launches a new

business to help others who might need a range

of help and advice.

“I never forget how lucky I am to have a

supportive, active husband and family – without

them I might not be able to do many of the

things I do,” she explains. “It started me thinking

that there must be hundreds of other people who

are in that situation, but who don’t know

where to turn. If you’re caring for someone

else, you’re really busy and might not have

the time, resources or knowledge.

Holidays>>

u

Nicki Isaacs.
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“That’s not just about holidays either: many

people don’t understand, or can’t find their way

around, the benefits system, sources for grant

funding, information for holidays or even local

travel options.

“That’s why I decided to launch my own

business , CareAdvice West Sussex, to help

others in my situation.”

Nicki has nearly 30 years’ of experience

working in that field, having worked with housing

associations, local authorities and in residential

care services for adults with learning disabilities.

Now she’s turning that experience into practical

help.

“From next month, anyone in the West Sussex

area will be able to access a website that brings

together the best of advice for access to local,

national and international information,” she

explains. “Whether you’re asking for help with

benefits or planning a long-haul travel trip, I’ll be

using my research skills, plus the experience and

expertise of all those who contribute to and use

our services, to provide a wealth of information. 

“It’s a very exciting new venture for me. The

confidence I’ve gained through travelling has

turned into the confidence to build a new

information and advice service for others. 

“I’ve realised all round the world what a

difference great advice and help can be from

strangers: now I’m going to be offering that

through CareAdvice West Sussex.”

To find out more about CareAdvice West

Sussex contact

nicki@careadvicewestsussex.co.uk  l

Holidays>>

Explore Wales

St. Deiniol’s Library/
Hawarden Castle

Caergwrle Castle

Ice skating - Deeside 
Leisure Centre

Bidston Observatory

The Borderlands Line is a cross 
border route within the North Wales 
Rover Ticketing Network. 
The North Wales Rover ticket offers 
combined bus and train travel across 
8 zones at excellent value for money. Explore 
and travel on the Borderlands Line with a North 
Wales Rover ticket. Tickets available from staffed 
stations and bus drivers.

Great days out

Family fun

Explore Wales

Parkgate

Cycle along the River Dee
to Chester & North Wales*

Heswall

Shotton

Wrexham 
Central

Hope

Hawarden

Bidston

Caergwrle

Neston

Discover Scenic Days Out by
Train on the Borderlands Line

Hope Mountain

Enjoy great 

value travel with 

a North Wales 

Rover

The All Zones Ticket cannot be purchased on Buses, 
however a single ticket to the nearest station can be 

used as part payment for the all zones tickets.

Upton

Buckley

Penyffordd

Gwersyllt

Wrexham 
General

Hawarden
Bridge

*Walk/Cycle National Cycle Network Routes 568, 5 along 
River Dee to Chester & North Wales.

New Class 230 units

to commence Winter 

2019/early 2020
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Entry – Suggested Donation. Open 7 days
a week 9am-5pm. (9am-4pm Nov-Jan)

Info: fingringhoe@essexwt.org.uk
01206 729678

essexwt.org.uk/nature-reserves/Fingringhoe
Facebook: EWTfingringhoe

Registered Charity No. 210065

A great place to visit - at any time of year!
South Green Road, Fingringhoe, Colchester,
Essex CO5 7DN

Peaceful walks, wonderful wildlife and stunning
views. Discover over 200 acres of reserve or just
relax in the tea room admiring the view over the
Colne estuary with tea and cake!

• All Terrain Mobility Scooter available to borrow

• Children’s activities every holiday 

• Adult workshops and courses

• Gift shop with nature themed gifts, cards, books,
bird seed and binoculars. 

• Tea room serving light lunches, cakes, hot and
cold drinks.

Protecting Wildlife for the future and for the people of Essex
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the advertisers for their

continued support

Tralee Bay Chalet

Enjoy a break near Oban at any
time of the year

Tralee Bay Holiday Park, near Oban on
Scotland’s Picturesque West Coast

www.mndscotland.org.uk/how-we-can-help/accessible-holiday-facilities/chalet-at-tralee-bay/
to book online or call 0141 332 3903 for more details

Clayton Lodge

Have a holiday in
St Andrews

Clayton Caravan Park on Scotland’s
Picturesque East Coast

www.mndscotland.org.uk/how-we-can-help/accessible-holiday-facilities/clayton-lodge/
to book online or call 0141 332 3903 for more details

Both lodges

l Sleeps up to seven    l Easy Wheelchair access
l Special equipment available and adaptations for people with limited movement

A D V E R T O R I A L

Bosworth Battlefield
Heritage Centre tells
the dramatic story of
the Battle fought on
22nd August 1485,
which marked a major
turning point in English
history.

Discover how the
Battle of Bosworth
fitted into the
Wars of the Roses
in our immersive
and award-
winning
exhibition, which is on two
levels with a wheelchair lift and
equipped with a hearing loop.
There are many touchable
exhibits as well as a large print
and a braille gallery guide.
There will be gallery guides on
duty on certain days during the
school holidays, who can
further explain the story and
the exhibits.

Visitors can choose
from activities
including guided
and self-led walks
with views of the

battlefield and living history
activities with costumed
interpreters. The Battlefield
Trail is fully accessible, and we
have a mobility scooter and a
number of wheelchairs which
are available to use free of
charge. Visit
www.bosworthbattlefield.org.uk
or call 01455 290429 for more
details.

Two Kings, One Day –
experience the Battle of Bosworth

A D V E R T O R I A L

l The Trust provides ideal family accommodation
for the severely disabled

l Its properties ensure privacy, security and
outstanding disability facilities

l Its properties exceed the very stringent demands
of “Access Exceptional”.

T he Lin Berwick Trust has the highest standard of
facilities and equipment for those with disabilities

who need 24/7 care. We have three self-catering
properties all sleeping six people in Norfolk, Cornwall
and on the Firth of Forth in Scotland. Each property has
a disability suite that is second to none both in
equipment and space.

All our properties are furnished to VisitBritain’s
four-star self-catering standard and considerably
better equipped than is required for VisitBritain’s
accessibility rating of “Access Exceptional”. 

The spacious properties have been designed for
the comfort of the disabled visitor as well as that of
their family members or carers, and are in attractive

village or country settings.
Ralph Boyce House, in Cornwall, is in the unlikely

sounding village of No Man’s Land, which you will find
is not true – it overlooks a beautiful valley, only a short
distance from the coast and the old smuggling port of
Looe with its beach, small fishing port, restaurants,
cafés, pubs, shops and services. There’s lots to do in
this stretch of the Cornish coast which has stunning
scenery and unique coastal towns and villages.

Denis Duncan House, in Scotland, is situated in
the lovely and outstanding conservation village of
Dirleton. The village is on the Firth of Forth between
the Scottish capital of Edinburgh and the nearby pretty
coastal town of North Berwick with its beach and
Seabird Centre, shops, restaurants, cafés and pubs. 

The sitting room leads into a comfortable
conservatory from which you can see the local wildlife
– deer, pheasant, squirrels and many garden birds and
even the occasional hedgehog. Upstairs there are two
twin bedded rooms, a family bathroom and second
sitting room for the family or carers. 

Berwick Cottage, in Norfolk, is in the attractive
village of East Harling situated in the Brecklands
which is in the middle of the East Anglian tourist
region, and in easy driving distance from the Norfolk
Broads in the north and to Framlingham Castle in
the south.

All three properties sleep six (two with
disabilities) and are very spacious with lots of room
for disabled people and their families or carers. The
disabled suites are extremely well equipped with two
profiling beds, an overhead hoist to the en-suite
bathroom that has a height adjustable wash hand
basin and Clos-o-Mat toilet, a hi-lo bath and a full size
wheel-in shower. 

They have a House Manager who meets and
greets visitors on their arrival and explains how all the
items of equipment work.  They are contactable in an
emergency during your stay.

For further details or to book your holiday please
visit our website at www.thelinberwicktrust.org.uk
The properties are open all year.

The Lin Berwick Trust - the disabled holiday accommodation specialists
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W
HEN MIKE WOOD MBE left his wheelchair

on a beach in 1993 and wriggled his way

onto a small dingy with just a sailing chart and

compass, he suddenly knew he could change the

lives of other disabled people. 

As the dingy cut through the choppy waves and

thick fog on the Solent, Mike was alone and solely

in control - a rare thing for most disabled people

who rely heavily on others.

Two years later Mike had raised £240k for the

first roll on roll off (RoRo) fully wheelchair-

accessible yacht ever built, the Verity K, and

offered training, rehabilitation, motivation, a sense

of pride, achievement and dignity for all types of

disabled people.

Mike had already proved that his disability (C6)

was going to be no barrier to forging his own way

in life.

A serious motorcycle accident in 1978 damaged

his spinal cord and left him paralysed from the

chest down with partial use of his hands, and

confined to a wheelchair.

Holidays>>

A Life on the
Ocean Waves

Wheelchairs welcome
on the waves
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During six months in the world-renowned

Stoke Mandeville Hospital he was, like so many

before and after him, introduced to sport as a

form of rehabilitation - in particular archery. He

became national champion just two days after

leaving hospital and went on to represent Great

Britain in shot, javelin, discus, triathlon and of

course archery.

He determinedly set-up or supported schemes

including flying, fishing, handkart racing and

biking for disabled people. But it wasn’t until the

day on the Solent, experiencing true freedom and

control, that Mike knew what he had to do.

“When I researched it, there were no groups, or

more importantly yachts, that truly catered for all

disabled people,” said Mike. “It was something that

I had come across time and time again since

becoming disabled myself; organisations that said

they could help but when it actually came down to

catering for disabilities, it was put on the too

difficult and expensive pile.

“It didn’t take long to realise there were

hundreds of disabled people facing the same

problems and I decided to do something about it.”

Mike’s charity – The Thomas Morley Trust, now

more commonly known as the Disabled Sailors’

Association - raised the money and designed and

developed the Verity K. It allowed groups of up 

Holidays>>

   
 

We are the single largest

provider of sailing for disabled

people in the UK, providing

for any type of disability in

purposed designed yachts and

dinghies, but we can’t keep up

with the demand.

u

Mike Wood MBE sets sail.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Explore Black Country Living
Museum at one of their specialist
accessible tours, which take place
once a month on a Saturday and
begin with an introductory welcome
to the Museum in the main visitor reception at 2pm. 
The Museum’s Audio Descriptive tours are designed to welcome visitors
who are blind or partially sighted. Each tour is led by one of the Museum’s
trained historic characters, revealing Black Country history through touch
and handling experiences. 
Our Deaf Friendly tours are facilitated by a qualified British Sign Language
interpreter for deaf and hard of hearing visitors. The BSL interpreter works
alongside a friendly historic character who
supports the tour by spoken interpretation.

For more information visit
bclm.com/accesstours

A D V E R T O R I A L

“Blue Planet Aquarium is a fully accessible aquarium with freshwater

exhibits on its upper floor and marine life on the floor below. Housing a

collection of one of Europe’s largest collection of sharks, we are open

every day of the year except Christmas Day. We have a programme of

talks feeds and tours which take place daily, and our Aquatheatre Shows

with our divers feeding our rays are legendary. 

We’ve also got fabulous food in our Nautilus Kitchen plus a new range

of gifts and toys made entirely from recycled materials, in our

Blue Bay Gift shop.

Find us next to Cheshire Oaks, Junction 10 off the M53, accessible by

train and bus from Chester and Liverpool.”

www.blueplanetaquarium.com
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to six disabled people to experience the thrill and

freedom of sailing.

Five years later a similar yacht – Spirit of Scott –

was built and launched, allowing even more

disabled people to enjoy a life on the ocean waves.

“But it wasn’t quite the same as being out on

the water alone and I know that can be life-

changing,” added Mike. “So, we bought 10 of the

most popular monohull and multihull dinghies and

by getting feedback from disabled people began to

adapt and modify them so that they were safe and

easy to use by anyone with any disability.

25 Years Afloat
More than 40,000 disabled people, their families

and carers, have benefitted from sailing with

Mike’s charity, which is currently celebrating its

25th anniversary. But for Mike, a winner in the

2019 Stelios Awards for Disabled Entrepreneurs,

there is so much more to achieve.

“Of course I’m driven,” he said. “It’s what makes

me who I am, not that I am disabled. There is so

much more that can be achieved and as a charity

we are using the 25th anniversary to launch a

pretty big wish list.

“We are the single largest provider of sailing for

disabled people in the UK, providing for any type

of disability in purposed designed yachts and

dinghies, but we can’t keep up with the demand.”

Sailing Around the World
Over the coming years, the charity wants to launch

two new dinghy designs – the 101 single seat and

152 single or double seat – a 40-foot RoRo

catamaran and to develop its warm weather sailing

centre in Spain.

Top of the wish list is a £4 million fully

accessible 65-foot luxury cruiser catamaran that

will circumnavigate the world - giving disabled

people the ultimate sailing experience.

Holidays>>

Page 88 u
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Arundel Wetland Centre is home to a
collection of ducks, geese and swans
from wetlands around the world on
display in natural settings 364 days a
year. This gorgeous nature reserve has
wildlife hides with level access or
ramps.  Take a twenty minute Boat
Safari between 11am-4.30pm. The
boats have a built in entry ramp for
passengers and can accommodate
two manual wheelchairs per trip. 

The wide deck at the pond
dipping station has a safety lip along
the edge, as does the boardwalk
through the SSSI reedbed, one of the
largest in Sussex. Arundel Wetland
Centre has paved pathways, and
disabled and parent & baby facilities.

There is a cafe and gift shop onsite.
There are six manual wheelchairs and
a tri-rollator visitors can borrow on
first come first served basis.

For more information or to
request large print maps for your visit
contact the Admissions desk on
01903 81530, email
info.arundel@wwt.org.uk or visit
the website at wwt.org.uk/Arundel
Follow the centre on social media
Facebook: @WWTArundel,
Instagram: @wwtarundel,
Twitter: @WWTArundel

Visit Arundel
Wetland

Centre this
spring

A D V E R T O R I A L

Redwings Horse Sanctuary cares for over 1,500
rescued horses, ponies, donkeys and mules.  

You can get up-close and cuddly with some of the charity’s adorable residents
at its five visitor centres across the country – and, best of all, entry is free!

All centres have fully accessible cafes and gift shops, with all sale proceeds
going towards Redwings’ work. There’s also free parking, as well as disabled
parking and toilets, and a schedule of school holiday activities to keep all
ages entertained.

Each centre is open every Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, 10am to
4pm, throughout the year. 

To find your nearest Redwings
visitor centre, head to

www.redwings.org.uk/visiting or call
01508 481000 for help with any
enquiries around accessibility.
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Plans are in the early stages, but a design must be

agreed by this September.

“At the moment the only thing that has been

decided on is that we will have a luxury yacht

capable of cruising the world’s oceans with a

permanent crew of four,” explained Mike. “The rest

is up to people letting us know what particular

facilities would be needed to cater for particular

disabilities and of course where they would want

to go and for how long.

“There has already been a great amount of

interest and we need that support to show that

there is a demand, which in turn will attract the

sort of funding we are going to need.”

To find out more about Mike’s charity and the

chance to sail around the world

www.disabledsailing.org l

Holidays>>

More than 40,000 disabled

people, their families and

carers, have benefitted from

sailing with Mike’s charity.
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For more information please contact 01328 856788
or www.hawkandowltrust.org

This beautiful nature reserve is home
to many species of birds and
mammals. Visiting wild places can be
difficult if you are living with a
disability. However, Sculthorpe is fully
accessible as a solid boardwalk extends
right through the site. Gaining access
to bird hides can also be harder for
wheelchair and buggy users, but at
Sculthorpe gently sloping access ramps
make it simple to get in and out. 
Our disabled visitors appreciate the
efforts that we make to help them
enjoy their time here. 

A visitor from Essex commented,
“Amazing job done on the reserve for
mobility scooters”

“Fantastic reserve.
Disabled access is

particularly impressive
and well thought out”

“A magical place, fantastic for wheelchairs.
Very friendly, helpful staff”

Best

wishes

from 

Peter

meecham
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A D V E R T O R I A L

John Bunyan Museum tells
the story of John Bunyan
(1628 -1688), the pastor,
prisoner, preacher, and
author of The Pilgrim's
Progress. 

The Museum is based at
Bunyan Meeting, an active
Independent Church. The
Foyer coffee shop serves teas, coffees, cakes, and
sandwiches daily. 

Basement at Bunyan Gallery runs a programme of
community art exhibitions and workshops.

The museum, church, and gallery are fully accessible with
a mixture of level access, ramps, and stair/chair lifts. The
comfort and ease of visitors is important to us, including
providing, appropriate accessible toilets (including
unisex), seating in the museum, and an on-site wheelchair.

We have a friendly volunteer team
of stewards who are happy to
help. 

Please contact us for further
information and any special
requirements.

Free adMission

www.bunyanmeeting.co.uk/museum

curator@bunyanmeeting.co.uk 01234 270303
John Bunyan Museum & Library, Bunyan Meeting,

Mill street, Bedford MK40 3eU

A D V E R T O R I A L

“Hadrian’s Wall is now more accessible to all”
Opened in 2017, the award-winning Sill: National Landscape Discovery
Centre is your fully-accessible ‘go to’ destination in Northumberland
National Park and Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site. The Sill contains a
free-to-enter permanent landscape exhibition, an 86-bed Youth Hostel, a
café offering panoramic views across the surrounding countryside, a
Changing Places facility and a shop specialising in local gifts and
produce. There is also a year-round programme of events ranging from
family-friendly wildlife forays to craft activities on site. Of particular
interest is its unique all-accessible green rooftop walkway and viewing
platform, enabling you to view Hadrian’s Wall and the surrounding Tyne
valley below. Note, there are also new Changing Places facilities at
Walltown Country Park and Cawfields Picnic Site nearby.”

THE SILL, Once Brewed, Hadrian’s Wall, Northumberland NE47 7AN
T: 01434 341200   www.thesill.org.uk/visit
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T
he annual Enchanted

Forest light and sound

spectacular takes place in

Pitlochry in October in

nearby Fascally Wood, on

pathways round the lovely

Loch Dunmore. Last year

80,000 people came to enjoy

the evening event and every

year there is a different

theme with last year’ s being

‘ Cosmos’ .

There are 10 car parking

spaces available for Blue Badge Holders

which must be applied for when booking

tickets. The path is accessible but not

suitable for motorised wheelchairs. The

event is not recommended for photo

sensitive people and if you

are taking an assistance dog

please remember it will be

dark with noise, lights and

people. Book tickets at

www.enchantedforest.org.uk

Pitlochry is situated on

the River Tummel in

beautiful Highland Perthshire

and has great transport links

by road and rail. The Atholl

Centre is 5 minutes from the

shuttle bus departure point

making it the ideal B & B venue for this

event as there are 6 accessible bedrooms

with en-suite wet rooms.

See our advert for more info on contact

and booking.

A D V E R T O R I A L

Joey Dunlop Foundation
Joey Dunlop Foundation runs operations at Braddan Bridge House which
provides specialist self-catering holiday accommodation.

The charity’s aim is to provide the best
accessible holiday accommodation at an
affordable price for disabled visitors to enjoy
what the Isle of Man has to offer.

The charity is run by a small but very
dedicated committee who raise funds
throughout the year and promote the facilities
at Braddan Bridge House.

t 01624 677741
e info@joeydunlopfoundation.com www.joeydunlopfoundation.com

A D V E R T O R I A L
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Wonderful base for visiting the Yorkshire
Dales, Lake District and West Coast.
Whole of ground floor is suitable for
wheel chair access with bedroom that
can be twin or superking and wetroom.
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T
HE NATIONAL AUTISTIC Society has opened a

new free autism-specific school in London.

Since 1962 the society has been campaigning

for autistic people’s rights and providing specialist

autism education for children and young people

aged from 4 to 21. Vanguard School will be its

ninth school. 

The new school will provide specialist education

for autistic children aged 11-19 from Lambeth and

neighbouring boroughs who are looking to go on

to further education, training or employment – but

who haven’t been able to get the support they

need in mainstream school.

Despite the Coronavirus pandemic forcing its

closure so soon after the grand opening, staff are

keen to get to work and to give local autistic children

the best possible education and chance in life.

Exciting Future
"We were incredibly proud and excited to

welcome our first students”, said Antonia Evans,

Head Teacher of the National Autistic Society's

Vanguard School. "We had been preparing for the

moment for a long time. I can't wait to really get

going and help our students to achieve their

ambitions.

"A huge thank you to the many, many people

who have worked so hard to get us to this point,

especially Lambeth Council, the Department of

Education and, most of all, local parents. Without

such strong backing and determination, 

Education>>

Autistic youngsters in
the Vanguard

Vanguard school has small class

sizes, passionate and experienced

specialist teachers and a wonderful

learning environment designed

specifically for our students.

u
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our school would not be here.”

The school was designed and

purpose-built for autistic children

by Pozzoni Architecture on a site in

Lollard Street in Kennington. It has

capacity for up to 78 students. It

will grow gradually, with a phased

intake of students, starting with

students attending in years 

7 and 8.

As well as high-quality learning

facilities, the two-storey building

has 14 classrooms, a sensory room, library and two

therapy rooms.

The building also has a multi-use hall which will

be shared with the local community out-of-hours,

along with a kitchen, storage and community break-

out spaces.

Independent Focus
Every autistic child is different and Antonia and her

specialist team will build the curriculum around each

student. They will focus on helping young people to

achieve their qualifications, while also building their

wider knowledge and life skills so they can be as

independent as possible in adulthood and prepare

for further education and employment.

"There is a real need for this type of specialist

autism support in the borough,” said  Fleur

Bothwick, Chair of the National Autistic Society’s

Vanguard Schools Local Governing Body and NAS

Academies Trust Board Trustee,

“Now it's in place, we can start making a

difference to generations of children and young

people on the autism spectrum and their families.

Our school will also be a huge benefit to the local

community, and to other schools, services and

employers.” 

The Vanguard School will reduce out of borough

and independent placements, which reduces

education costs for the Lambeth authority. This has

the added benefit that children who attend the

school are educated and build connections in their

local community.

“The definition of the word

Vanguard is 'a group of people

leading the way in new

developments or ideas',” said the

school’s Executive Principal Jo

Galloway.

“Vanguard school is an

ambitious, forward-thinking

specialist school, which seeks to

advance thinking on what autistic

people can achieve and how vital

their place is in society. Through

the provision of high-quality autism specific

teaching, our students will advance academically as

well as overcome barriers they face as a result of

their autism. 

Vanguard school has small class sizes, passionate

and experienced specialist teachers and a wonderful

learning environment designed specifically for our

students.”

To find out more or how to enrol go to

https://www.autism.org.uk/services/nas-

schools/vanguard.aspx l

What is autism?
• Autism is a lifelong disability which affects

how people communicate and interact

with the world.

• There are approximately 700,000 autistic

adults and children in the UK.

• All autistic people have difficulties with

communication and social interaction.

• Autism is a spectrum condition. This means

autistic people have their own strengths

and varying and complex needs, from 24-

hour care to simply needing clearer

communication and a little longer to do

things at work and school.

• Without the right support or

understanding, autistic people can miss out

on an education, struggle to find work and

become extremely isolated.

Education>>

Antonia Evans Head Teacher

of the Vanguard School.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Since the introduction of the apprenticeship
levy in 2017, Mencap has been delivering
apprenticeships for people with a learning
disability and other additional support needs. 
One of Mencap’s first apprentices was Becca
Bishop. Becca completed a Level 2 Customer
Services Practioner apprenticeship working
as part of the fundraising team. Having
passed her apprenticeship she has since
progressed to a full-time job in the
Programmes team at Mencap. “There are
loads of pathways for me now. I’ve been
given so many opportunities to do things I
would never have done a few years ago.
You’re always building your skills, building
your knowledge.”

Mencap are looking to set up
apprenticeship programmes in London, Bristol
and Somerset in Autumn 2020. They are keen
to speak to employers about partnerships to
help create a more diverse workforce.

If this is of interest or you are someone with a learning disability, a learning difficulty or autism living in one
of these areas and you want to find out more about Mencap’s programmes please visit

https://www.mencap.org.uk/advice-and-support/employment-services
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A
MBITIOUS ABOUT AUTISM’S nationwide

Employ Autism initiative aims to get 10,000

young autistic people ready for work by 2022.

Now, thanks to considerable financial support

from broadband, TV and phone provider TalkTalk,

the charity has launched the

scheme in the north west.

Building on successes in

London, the charity will offer

support by providing specialist

careers advice and work

experience to break down the

immense barriers that are faced

by autistic young people in getting a job. Research

has found that fewer than 1 in 5 Brits living with

autism are in full time paid work -representing a £32

billion loss to the UK economy each year.

Through partnership networks established in key

cities across the country, Ambitious about Autism

will connect employers, educational institutions,

local authorities, specialist agencies, and most

importantly young people. Each network will be

supported, trained and equipped to help autistic

young people transition successfully from education

to employment.

TalkTalk is Ambitious about

Autism’s lead partner in rolling out the

programme to the north west, and at

the official launch led the call for

other prominent local businesses that

attended, such as ITV, Marks and

Spencer and the BBC, to get involved. 

By breaking down the barriers to employment for

autistic young people across the country Employ

Autism will change the system, increasing the

percentage of autistic people in fulltime

employment, and enabling places of employment to

be truly neurodiverse.

Employment>>

Only 16% of autistic

adults are in full-time

employment – a

shockingly low

figure...

u

Autism
charity

boosts job
ambitions
A charity’s employability
programme to prepare

autistic young people for
work is being rolled out in the

north west of England.
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“Autistic young people have so much to offer the

workplace but devastatingly very few are ever given

a chance to prove themselves,” said Jolanta Lasota,

Ambitious about Autism Chief Executive.

“Only 16% of autistic adults are in full-time

employment – a shockingly low figure we are

working to overturn by empowering more

employers across the country with the skills and

knowledge to work successfully with autistic young

people.

“This work simply wouldn’t be possible without

our steadfast partnership with TalkTalk. Through

TalkTalk’s expertise, generosity and support we are

able to help a generation of autistic young people to

reach their employment potential.”

Since 2006 TalkTalk has raised nearly £5 million

for Ambitious about Autism, which has enabled 

the charity to continue its pioneering work to

improve the lives of young people with autism

across the UK.

“Encouraging colleagues to be themselves is one

of the TalkTalk’s core values, so celebrating

diversity and providing an inclusive working

environment is really important to us,” said TalkTalk

Chief Executive Tristia Harrison.

“The Employ Autism programme is a truly

transformative initiative that will enable thousands

of autistic young people to fulfil their potential in

the workplace and I would encourage other

business leaders to get involved.”

As the lead partner for the programme in the

north west, TalkTalk has offered a number of

placements across various departments in the

company starting this summer.

For further information about the Employ Autism

programme, please contact either: 

Clare Caccavone, Programme Director,

ccaccavone@ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk

Georgina Wilson, Head of Partnerships,

gwilson@ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk

Employment>>

u

Left to right: Tristia Harrison

CEO, TalkTalk; Jolanta Lasota

CEO, Ambitious about

Autism; Ali MacCallum

Trustee, Ambitious about

Autism; Theo Albert former

intern, Employ Autism

programme; Mark Naughton

Co-Founder, TalkTalk

Neurodiversity

Network; Daniel Kasmir Chief

People Officer, TalkTalk.

Jolanta Lasota.
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Admiral Insurance is
strongly committed to
equality of opportunity

in employment.
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The University of St Andrews is committed to equality
demonstrated via Athena SWAN; Race Charter; LGBT
Charter; Stonewall and as Carer Positive Employer, and

work with Disabled Go to further accessibility.

A Diverse Employer
& Place of Study

Job vacancies:
www.vacencies.st-andrews.ac.uk

Study:
www.st-andrews.ac.uk/study
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A Personal Story

I
’M THEO, I’M 18 years old and I’m from London. I’d

like to tell you about my career journey, which

started at school.

When I was in years seven, eight and nine, I was

doing well and thought I had friends. I had been

placed in the ‘autism unit’ at school and it was during

years 10 and 11 that I realized I was viewed as the

‘charity case’ when I attended mainstream lessons for

GCSEs.

During these two years I realised I was being taken

advantage of and people around me were in fact not

my friends. I become socially

isolated and although I attended

school, I stopped attending

lessons. I couldn’t understand

why I was being isolated and so

my ability to revise and prepare

myself to achieve the predicted

A and A stars was severely

impacted. School tried to help but they didn’t really

know how.

I managed to pull out some good grades, which

weren’t as good as had been predicted, but I wasn’t a

complete failure. In sixth form I ended up doing one

A level which is worse than having none. It seems

employers expect you to have at least two so I

couldn’t see how else to get a job other than to return

to a place of unhappiness and study a second A Level.

Without this I couldn’t see what life would be for me

other than alone in my room with no friends and no

job.

Future Ambitions
Then Ambitious about Autism worked with my

school to help me apply for a work experience role

within the Civil Service in the summer of 2019. I

was appointed a role with the Department for

Transport and over the course of three weeks my

life was transformed, and I could see a future. I

suddenly became ambitious and realized I want to

go to work not do A levels, and I was able to take

control of my life.

Firstly, being matched to the Department for

Transport was absolutely perfect! Although it was

within the HR team it gave me great insight into

transport planning and played to my strength which is

a keen interest in railway scheduling and planning. I

can probably tell you off hand how to get to any

station across the nation!

I learnt how to commute with the unfriendliest of

commuters in central London! And I developed an

understanding of office behaviour and how people

act in the workplace. Apparently, it turns out people

in the Civil Service are friendly and not people in

suits who act scary!

Prioritising tasks and

understanding what I can leave for

tomorrow but what must get

done today is something that has

equipped me for the future. At

one point I was tasked with

chairing a meeting, and I was

thanked a lot for keeping

everyone on time! Communications and interactions

with colleagues helped build my confidence which

grew enormously, I mean immeasurably, during the

placement. This has been so important for life outside

of work and home too; I am now even involved in

amateur dramatics!

Lights, Camera, Action
In October last year Ambitious about Autism kindly

invited me take part in a short film about Employ

Autism, which is something I would never have had

the confidence to do; it turns out I am great in front of

the camera!

As a thank you, the team at Ambitious invited me

to their annual charity gala, Night of Ambition, where I

was able to mingle with people, over 400 of them!

Being able to network at this event is again,

something that I would never have imagined; mingling

and speaking randomly to new people; all a lot richer

than me! By the end I felt really relaxed and enjoyed

the whole evening. I never would have done that six

months ago.

I have stayed in touch with my team line

Employment>>

This has been so

important for life outside

of work and home too;

I am now even involved

in amateur dramatics!

u
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Make a difference at a local level
Apply online today

Visit www.jobsatsouthwark.co.uk to browse our
current vacancies and register for job alerts

#greatsouthwarkteams   #iamconfident

A D V E R T O R I A L

Jack, who has Aspergers Syndrome, started as an apprentice
with Preston City Council in August 2007. Before he

completed his apprenticeship he successfully gained a
permanent position at the Council and has successfully
undertaken several administration roles. He is often called on
to assist on special projects due to his keen eye to detail.
Jack worked hard in his work placements as an apprentice and
with his qualifications and completed his apprenticeship
gaining an NVQ 3 in Business and Administration
Whilst completing his apprenticeship his training provider,
Training 2000, held their annual awards evening and Jack won
the Apprentice of the Year Award for Business Administration,
beating other apprentices from across Lancashire working with
a variety of employers.  
To assist employees at the Council with understanding
Asperger Syndrome, Jack has held talks which explained some
of the difficulties he has experienced throughout his life and
how he has overcome them. He has also recently spoken at a
local University to students with Asperger’s and the teachers
who support them about how he has made a successful career
at the Council and again some of the hurdles he has overcome.
On a personal note, Jack bought his own flat in 2010 and has
been successfully living independently.

To find out more about the Council
visit www.preston.gov.uk

A D V E R T O R I A L

T
wo Rivers Housing is a welcoming,

supportive and friendly place to work.

We often hear this from tenants as well

as our employees, which is a great

testament to the spirit, helpfulness and

‘can-do’ attitude that runs through the

core of our organisation. 

The people who choose to work here

genuinely care about making a real and

tangible difference to the lives of many

thousands of people by providing quality

homes to rent at low cost, and supporting

community initiatives. 

Two Rivers is an independent, not-

for-profit organisation which, in 2003,

took on the homes previously owned and

managed by the district council. Millions

of pounds have since been invested in

improving the quality of these homes and

building new energy-efficient ones. We

now have over 4,000 homes, and we will

build another 500 over the next five

years. 

In 2014, we launched our first profit-

for-purpose company, to cut the cost of

outsourcing some services and to attract

new income to gift to Two Rivers to

invest in tenant homes and services for

the future. Centigen Facilities

Management was followed by TwoCan

estate agency and Tandem Living, which

builds homes for private sale, shared

ownership and market rent.

We believe in working hard, but it is

equally important to recognise people’s

contributions and to have some fun, too. 

We are a disability confident

employer and guarantee interviews for

any applicants who meet the standard

entry requirements and employ and retain

disabled people and those with long term

health conditions. We have excellent

disabled facilities. 

Two Rivers Housing, Rivers Meet, 

Cleeve Mill Lane, Newent,

Gloucestershire GL18 1DS.

Telephone : 0800 315 089

Email: customerservices@2rh.org.uk

Website: www.tworivershouding.org.uk
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Open up a world of opportunity
Demonstrate your skills and unlock new ones by studying
Edinburgh Business School’s new online MBA programme. We
have invested in our MBA and updated the curriculum to deliver
content that is relevant to today’s emerging leaders, academically
rigorous and intellectually challenging. 
Our online MBA is curated, tailored and managed by you.
Totally refreshed, our courses are up-to-the minute, full of
real-life examples and extremely relevant to today’s workforce.
With Edinburgh Business School you learn on your own terms
and sit exams when you’re ready at one of our many education
centres all over the world. 
You’ll also be joining our global community of online learners
and become part of a diverse learning
network, which makes it easy to connect
with likeminded people from around the
world. Our new learning platform gives
you the opportunity to join online
support and student groups. You can
also take part in online tutorials and
seminars, chat with other students
and interact with tutors. 
Do something for you.
Just not alone.
Ebsglobal.net

The Natural History Museum is one of the world’s leading
museums, internationally recognised for its dual role as a
centre of excellence in scientific research and as a leader
in the presentation of natural history through exhibitions,

public programmes, publications and the web.

Museum staff and volunteers cover a wide range of work.
Scientists, curators, visitor services, exhibition technicians,
and corporate services all work together to achieve the

Museum’s vision.

Our collections are a model of nature’s diversity. 

We are committed to equality at every level within our
organisation.  We apply this through our employment

policies which support workforce diversity, provide flexible
working arrangements and an established framework for

learning and development.

Contact our recruitment team via the Natural History
Museum website:  https://careers.nhm.ac.uk/
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manager and workplace buddy, who I met up with

recently and popped in to say hello to the rest of the

team. I built up a good list of connections and am

constantly meeting so many diverse people.

So, this short internship set me up for my next role.

With the help of my DfT line manager and colleagues I

applied for an apprenticeship within the transport

planning team at a local council in London. I

successfully started the apprenticeship last October.

Bringing out Potential
In my current role I work on a real variety of tasks

from writing covering letters which are sent out with

local consultation papers, to responding to Freedom

of Information Requests, civil engineering, bike stands,

responding to email requests, audits and analysis of

different consultation outcomes, supporting the lead

engineer. Recently my work was recognized by the big

director who said my enthusiasm is amazing and he

knows I can do the work.

I have been told I am hardworking, I have a very

keen eye for detail, I’m enthusiastic and engaging;

according to feedback from my colleagues, my

attendance and punctuality is excellent. And all of this

because I was allowed to demonstrate my potential

through the paid internship last summer.

My final statement to you is: don’t be afraid of

employing an autistic intern in case of disaster or

failure. We just want to be wanted in the workplace,

be valued for our contribution, and provide new

solutions, new ideas and more diversity. You don’t just

want the same people giving the same perspectives;

you need different people to get different results.

Different like me.

Theo is aged 18 and participated in Autism

Exchange in summer 2019, accessing paid work

experience in summer 2019 at the Civil Service in the

Department for Transport. Working in Human

Resources, Theo was based within the recruitment

team and was tasked with developing a process map

on how the internship selection processes work

specifically designed for the summer Internship

interns as well as their managers. This resulted in a

PowerPoint slide deck which was adopted and used

across the department.

Since then, Theo has started an apprenticeship

with the transport planning department in a local

council.  l

Employment>>

My final statement to

you is: don’t be afraid

of employing an

autistic intern in case

of disaster or failure.
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At Eastleigh we work hard to ensure our
working environment is inclusive, supportive
and enjoyable.

We have a range of different jobs that suit a
large variety of skills and experience. We offer
flexibility to enable a good work/life balance,
together with excellent terms and conditions.

The SFO is committed to promoting equality and inclusion and we

value diversity. We need people from different backgrounds with

different perspectives in order to approach the same challenges in

different ways.  We are committed to ensuring that every talented,

committed and hard-working person has the opportunity to rise to

the top, whatever their background and whoever they are.

l As a Disability Confident Employer we:

l Have undertaken and successfully completed the

Disability Confident self-assessment

l Are taking all of the core actions to be a Disability

Confident employer

Are offering at least one activity to get the right people for our

business and at least one activity to keep and develop our people.

When recruiting we guarantee an interview to anyone with a

disability whose application meets the minimum selection criteria

for the post. By ‘minimum criteria’ we mean that you must provide

us with evidence in your application form that you meet the

minimum level of competence required as well as meeting any of

the qualifications, skills or experience defined as essential.

Preston City Council is a
local authority based in

Lancashire.

The Council promotes both
equal opportunities through
our recruitment process and
a positive culture across all

our services.

To find out more about the
Council visit

www.preston.gov.uk
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Improving people’s lives is what we’re about and we
need the best people to work with us towards that

aim. We recognise the talent a diverse workforce brings
to the services we provide for residents in Bath and
North East Somerset. If you join us, you can be sure of a
disability-confident employer that is committed to an
inclusive team of employees. We strive to deliver for the
people who live in our district and we have exciting
opportunities for you to help us make that happen. We
don’t only want to recruit talent; we want you to stay
with us and make a difference to people’s lives. Get in
touch and find out what your future holds at Bath &
North East Somerset Council. 

The HR & OD Service can be contacted at
Recruitment@bathnes.gov.uk or Tel: 01225 395146
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“WHSmith positive about

disabled people”
Visit our careers website

www.whsmith.co.uk

“ I’m a

Mental Health

First Aider ”

Royal Holloway is committed to equality of  opportunities
and we want to encourage more disabled applicants.

https://www.royalhollow ay.ac.uk
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E
NGINEER LES MCMAHON Is a problem-solver.

He freely acknowledges he can’t walk down

the road without spotting things he wants to

redesign and improve.

“It’s an affliction really: as I’m sitting here talking to

you, I’m looking in the garden, looking at a project to

build a catapult in the garden,” he says. “I’m thinking

about the next version of the concept already.”

Now Les’ insatiable desire for a better designed

way of living has revolutionised the life of one of

his young neighbours in Worsley, Manchester. 

And it’s about to change the world for

thousands more people, as one of his designs goes

into production thanks to a local company with

global reach, Insync Bikes.

Les’ hometown of Worsley is home to some of

the UK’s most important canals, used by coal

barges to provide the fuel to kickstart the

Industrial Revolution. Importantly, it’s also a

community where neighbours still watch out for

each other and, as Les says, ‘we have neighbours,

so of course they become friends’.

This is the story of some of Les’ neighbours,

and now friends, Dawn and Andy Flint, and their

children Lewis and Cameron. 

“Lewis has an undiagnosed genetic condition

which means he has impaired mobility and

speech, and needs to be strapped to his

wheelchair to keep him safe,” Les explains. “He

could have a fit or swallow his tongue at any

time, so it’s vital that his mum and dad can see

him at all times – when he’s travelling in his

wheelchair, he needs to be completely visible.

“I used to watch Dawn and Andy take Lewis

out – they’re determined to give him as many

experiences as able-bodied youngsters. They’d

fundraised for a large children’s tricycle which

was really expensive and his parents were able to

push him along using a pole system with his

hands and feet velcroed to the handlebars and

pedals.”

But it was a holiday in 2016 that really got Les

thinking. “I was having a conversation with

Dawn, telling her about our two weeks away,”

Transport>>

u

If you can be
anything, be
like Les, who’s 

Engineering
a better
future
for Lewis
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A D V E R T O R I A L

When the Collins family were looking for a high quality, safe and
discrete Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle for their son Mark, they

were drawn to the Brotherwood Klastar - a unique lowered floor WAV
conversion for the Mercedes-Benz V-Class.

Mark has an acquired brain injury as well as having suffered a
stroke which was the result of a motorbike accident that happened
21 years ago. As a result of this Mark has a wide variety of
needs which their vehicle needs to accommodate for; however the
Collins' wanted a normal, 'car-like' vehicle which
did not compromise on quality and safety.

The Klastar conversion, with its central wheelchair location,
enables Mark to travel in comfort, with a good view out of the
windows. The remote-controlled ramp takes the effort out of loading,
whilst the PAWRS (combined winch and restraint system) and STORQ
self-tensioning restraint system were features
that particularity appealed as the safest and
most suitable system for Mark's needs.

The Klastar is used and relied on daily,
and enables the Collins family to carry out
everyday tasks including shopping, going for
meals and many family activities.

Mrs Collins added: "This is our second
vehicle from Brotherwoods, we have
experienced many other companies that
provide a similar service however, the standard of service, quality of
product and overall experience from Brotherwoods was outstanding

compared to the other companies. After
discovering Brotherwoods we would not get
our vehicles from anyone else and we will be
continuing to use them in the future.

We are extremely happy with our vehicle
and would recommend this vehicle to others
because of the safety aspects and the luxurious
spec that vehicle provides."

The team at Brotherwood are delighted
to have helped the Collins family find their

perfect WAV, and look forward to keeping them mobile in future.
www.brotherwood.com

Mark Collins - Brotherwood Client
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he continues. “She told me they’d had a great day

out too, they had managed to get to the local

garden centre as a family, all on their bikes, with

Andy pushing Lewis - it was the highlight of the

week.”

That conversation, as he said, got Les thinking.

More important, it got Les designing.

“I knew there had to be a way to get Lewis

more mobile, I didn’t want to risk trashing his

existing bike or rendering it useless as it was

beautifully made and did the job. I talked to Andy

and Dawn about possible adaptations, about

creating a rear-loading device for Lewis’

wheelchair onto a trike sidecar, and by the end of

the conversation, I’d decided to build it.”

Clear Road Ahead
Les’ build-a-trike project started life in his garage:

when it got too big, it moved outside, much to

the interest of his friends and neighbours who

started to drop by for regular updates. “Everyone

chipped in,” Les smiles. “If I needed some wood

or hinges or piping, suddenly I knew someone

who had surplus on a job they were doing, and

the materials made their way to my house for the

project.”

After two-and-a-half months of evening and

weekend design and construction, the trike was

ready: Lewis’ wheelchair would be rear-loaded in

seconds via a ramp onto a stable trike platform.

The ramp would lift up and lock to keep the

wheelchair in place. And the lightweight frame

would mean that anyone could take Lewis out for

a trike ride with minimum effort.

As Les handed over the new piece of kit that

would change the Flints’ lives and Lewis’ mobility

forever, he encouraged them to try it out.

“Dawn told me to have a go on it first, with

Lewis onboard, and my daughter took a 40-

second piece of film on her phone to record the

moment,” Les continues. “I’m not good on social

media, so she uploaded it to the internet – within

a week 400 people had watched it. Within two

weeks, that had gone up to 2,000 people.”

Les Goes Viral 
But it didn’t stop there – the video had so many

hits that at one point Les turned off his phone,

thinking there was something wrong with it, as

notifications flooded through. 

“My daughter rang full of excitement and just

said – ‘Dad, you’re going viral!’,” says Les, who

then stayed up all night to watch the mounting

viewing figures. “Well nothing like that’s ever going

to happen again, is it?”. 

Over the next 17 hours, that joyful 40-second

clip of Les and Lewis on their new trike racked up

more than a million hits – generating some

extraordinary requests and remarks.

“In the comments underneath the video clip,

people were saying such wonderful things,” says

Les. “Other people were asking me to make them

trikes too – you’d think they’d have been from

somewhere like Rochdale, but requests came from

as far away as Switzerland and Minnesota.”

But now Les had solved a problem for one

family, his engineering brain was working again –

why not solve the problem for thousands of people

with the same issue?

Les, 67, still works for part of the Mears group,

in building works for social housing. His daily drive

to work, however, was what was giving his pause

for thought.

Going Global
Les’ drive passed the new headquarters of

successful manufacturer and retailer Insync Bikes,

whose stated company objective is to create bikes

for every rider and for every lifestyle. Insync Bikes

is owned by India’s Hero Cycles, the world’s largest

bike maker by volume.

So, after weeks of passing their offices, Les

decided to drive into their car park to see if he

could fix an appointment to talk to them. 

“The receptionist was really busy and assumed I

knew where I was going, asking if I had an

appointment with Abhishek Pratap Singh, Head of

Hero Global Design. I just nodded and kept going.

Transport>>

u
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“Once I got into their offices, I admitted I didn’t

have an appointment but caught Abhishek just

before he went into a meeting. Amazingly, he

agreed to see me quickly and asked if I had

pictures of the trike. I showed him the video and

had to pinch myself with what happened next. 

“Abhishek turned to his staff and said

‘everybody in the office gather around – this is

why Hero has come to Manchester, to meet

people like this’. I couldn’t believe it.”

Hero Global Design is now working to refine

Les’ trike, to bring down the cost and to iron out

the processes to make the trike available to a

global customer base at a cost of around £500, a

tenth of the price of existing alternatives. The trike

has been solid modelled on a computer-aided

design system and the team aims to open source

the information, to encourage other designers and

inventors to add their own modifications and

improvements in the future.

A DIY Version 
There are also plans to make the trike available in

modular form so customers can select only the

parts they actually need to construct their own

version at home.

“The whole project is a zero return on

investment: I’m not making any money from this –

my reward is seeing my invention in production,

which could be about to make a difference to

thousands of people across the world,” says Les.

“I’m still working and I’m still out and about

spotting things that could work better.”

And Les’ partnership with Lewis isn’t over just

yet. He’s helping his young friend to achieve yet

another ambition – to be able to experience

throwing or launching an object. There’s a Mark 4

version of a catapult under construction in Les’

Worsley garden which has Lewis’ name on it.

“I’m just trying to devise a catapult that reaches

just the right distance,” he concludes. “It needs to

go further than Worsley but not as far as Wigan.”

Les is left aiming for the skies, but he might just

have reached right round the world with his life-

changing inventions. l

Transport>>

Left to right: Trike inventor Les McMahon with Lewis

Flint, his mum Dawn Flint and Abhishek Pratap

Singh, head of design at Hero Cycles.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

Life-enhancing mobility

products and vehicle

adaptations for greater

independence and

freedom.

SDL have been pioneers in the field of life-enhancing

mobility products and vehicle adaptations for almost 40

years. In a working culture rich with innovation, the SDL

team have always strived to help people overcome

challenges in their lives and make the impossible possible.

Through wheelchair power assistance and vehicle loading

mechanisms, to driving controls and aids that allow for

complete control and safety, SDL are constantly pushing

the boundaries and raising the bar for adaptive technology.

• Wheelchair conversions to power

• Driving controls and aids

• Lightened power steering

• Wheelchair loading solutions

• Vehicle adaptations and customisations

One of the things that really sets SDL apart is their

dedication to being more than an off-the-shelf supplier.

Every customer is respected as an individual, with their

unique set of challenges and barriers to break through.

That’s why SDL can be trusted time and time again to solve

problems that other manufacturers simply can’t.

Contact us to see how we can help you;

Tel. 01442 212918

Email. info@steeringdevelopments.co.uk

www.steeringdevelopments.co.uk

Steering Developments Ltd
Leading vehicle and wheelchair conversion specialists since 1981
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P
ARALYMPIANS ANNE WAFULA Strike and

Ade Adepitan MBE are backing a campaign to

improve the journeys of disabled passengers on

public transport.

The pair are calling on the public to step out of

their commuter bubble and consider the needs of

disabled passengers by supporting the campaign

‘it’s everyone’s journey’.

The new initiative, launched by the Department

for Transport (DfT), comes as leading disability

charity Scope reported that one in four disabled

people say the attitudes of other passengers

prevent them from using public transport. Learning

disability charity Mencap backed that up by saying

41% of those with a learning disability say

travelling on public transport is one of the most

anxiety inducing parts of their day when they leave

the house.

The ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ calls on the public

to play a part in making public transport accessible

and inclusive by considering how their behaviour

might impact on other people. 

“Commuting is a stressful time all round and

sometimes it’s easy to travel in your own bubble

and ignore those around you,” said TV presenter

and wheelchair basketball player Ade, who has also

recorded some tannoy announcements for

Network Rail highlighting issues for people

travelling with disabilities.

Transport>>

Don’t
Forget
Public

Transport
Is For

Everyone

Our ‘it’s everyone’s journey’

campaign highlights that we

can all play a part in making

transport more accessible for

disabled people. Anne Wafula Strike explains

how stressful train travel can

be to Transport Secretary

Grant Shapps.

u
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“However, when you’re a disabled traveller, this

makes travelling especially hard – and you may not

even realise the impact of thoughtless behaviour.”

According to DfT research the public don’t

realise that nearly three quarters (74%) of

disabilities are not visible. 

The campaign will prompt people travelling on

public transport to show consideration for other

passengers by keeping noise to a minimum, making

room for wheelchair users, offering help to people

in distress, giving up a seat for disabled people and

not rushing or barging other passengers.

Raising Awareness
Paralympic wheelchair racer Anne Wafula Strike

has been outspoken on accessibility issues on

public transport since being forced to wet herself

on a train in 2017.

“My experiences of neglect on public transport

are not isolated incidences,” she explained. “Every

day people with disabilities are struggling on public

transport across the country and this campaign

should help raise awareness of these difficulties

and shift public behaviour.

“We have a duty to support people with

disabilities on public transport. Just lifting your

head to nod or smile at someone is a small change

that can make a massive difference to everyone

travelling, not just the disabled or vulnerable.

Remember, it’s everyone’s journey.”

As part of the campaign, the DfT is launching

two 30 second adverts, and seven short animated

films for social media, showcasing the various

behaviours of passengers on public transport and

how this impacts disabled people.

“I want our transport system to be the best in

the world for disabled people, but we still have a

long way to go,” said Transport Secretary Grant

Shapps, who joined Anne and Ade at London

Bridge Station to launch the ‘it’s everyone’s

journey’ campaign.

“Our ‘it’s everyone’s journey’ campaign

highlights that we can all play a part in making

transport more accessible for disabled people.

Because I believe we should all be making a

Transport>>

Every day people with

disabilities are struggling on

public transport across the

country...

Ade Adepitan.
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determined effort to make public

transport accessible to everyone,

and I am committed to

accelerating the pace of change.

“We are launching a new

accreditation scheme to recognise

those transport operators which

are getting it right and will work

quickly to implement

recommendations from the

upcoming Keith Williams Review

to improve rail accessibility.”

The Inclusive Transport Leaders

accreditation scheme will

encourage, celebrate and promote

best practice in inclusive transport.

Operators, such as bus and train

companies, will be encouraged to

sign up to be recognised for the

positive actions they are taking to

improve disabled passengers'

experiences on public transport,

and to encourage others to follow

their lead.

They can work towards one of

three accreditation levels

‘Committed’, ‘Operator’ or ‘Leader’

by meeting designated criteria and

publicly declaring the steps they

have taken to improve the

travelling experiences of disabled

passengers, older people, and

those with reduced mobility.

To register your support and to

receive newsletter updates, plus

the resources, ideas and materials

you’ll need to participate in the

campaign and help to improve the

experiences of the millions of

disabled people who use public

transport every day

https://everyonesjourney.dft.gov.

uk/get-involved/ l

Transport>>

As Living With Disability went to press the Government

announced it would be shortly naming 124 stations across

Great Britain which will benefit from a share of a

£20million investment for accessibility improvements. The

improvements - funded through the Access for All

programme - will include new lifts, accessible toilets and

customer information screens.

Anne Wafula Strike.
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L
ONDON-BASED PREMIER League

contenders Arsenal Football Club might not

be top of the league at the moment, but they’re

leading the field in helping hearing impaired fans

to access and enjoy their games.

The ‘Gunners’ have joined forces with tech

company SignVideo to provide a range of

services for fans who communicate using British

Sign Language.

Arsenal Football Club bosses are committed

to making club events and services as accessible

as possible to everyone, so called on SignVideo

for help. 

“It is important for me to be able to contact

Arsenal Football Club in my first language,” said

Arsenal fan and BSL user Matthew Sykes. “I can

buy tickets for home and away matches, find out

information about upcoming fixtures and make

enquiries. 

“I was able to exchange tickets via SignVideo

recently, so I was able to go to the match I

wanted to and didn’t miss out.  I can’t imagine

Sport>>

The service is available

instantly on tablets,

smartphones, computers

and laptops via apps and

software.

Gunners On The Ball
With BSL
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how difficult it would be without SignVideo. It is

great that Arsenal Football Club is leading the

way in improving communication accessibility

for their committed deaf and hard of hearing

fans.”

SignVideo was founded in 2004 by Jeff

McWhinney, a well-known deaf entrepreneur,

who fights tirelessly for equality of the deaf and

hearing community.  When Jeff became aware

of technology to enable access to an interpreter

via video relay services, he felt

passionate about making this

service available to the deaf British

Sign Language (BSL) community in

the UK with the aim of improving

communication accessibility for deaf

BSL users.  

For over 15 years SignVideo

have been providing BSL video

interpreting services to enable

communication between the

community of over 150,000 deaf

BSL users in the UK and hearing

people. The service allows users

to make and receive BSL

interpreted video calls so that

they can effectively and

effortlessly communicate with

each other.

This happens through a

professional video interpreter

who relays the call between BSL

and English.  The service is available instantly on

tablets, smartphones, computers and laptops via

apps and software. SignVideo is also a Video

Remote Interpreting provider, offering BSL video

interpretation on site, when two people are co-

located.

The service can provide a BSL interpreter

within 40 seconds on average, so users can get

on with their lives, able to communicate quickly

and clearly.

Delighted fans can use the SignVideo service

to make enquiries, to buy tickets for both home

and away games, to contact the Arsenal shop, the

club’s Disability Liaison Team, Customer Service

helpline and to book stadium tours.  

To access the service click on the SignVideo

logo on the Disabled Supporters page:

https://www.arsenal.com/tickets/

ticket-information/disabled-supporters-

information-page l

Sport>>

Jeff McWhinney.
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Tetraplegic
targets world-
record
breaking
swim

Sport>>
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B
EN CLARK’S LIFE was thrown on its head –

literally – when in 2010, he broke his neck

diving into shallow water. 

The accident left Ben tetraplegic. At twenty

years old, Ben was told it was unlikely he would

move again from the neck down – a massive

blow for a keen swimmer and lifeguard who had

hoped to compete in the 2012 Olympics. 

Now aged 29, Ben is swimming again and is

aiming to break a world record in September to

become the first tetraplegic to swim 10

kilometres. The world record attempt is taking

place at Eton Dorney Olympic Lake, near

Windsor, Berkshire, in aid of Regain Sports

Charity. 

Dorset based Ben broke his neck at C7 level

(just above the collar bone). But he found the

strength to adapt to a new life.  

“Before my injury, I was a professional

swimmer, so I took the same approach to my

rehab as I did to my

athletic career, in the

sense that I learned

how to deal with

failure and push

myself to the limits,”

explained Ben.

“My main

inspiration to do the

10K swim is I love

the challenge of it - the sense of training for a

purpose and accomplishing something for

myself. By doing it, I also hope to learn even

more about myself and how I can manage my

The charity offers grants

and invests in people

with profound sports

injuries and helps them

adapt and succeed.

daily life and independence

better. 

“Swimming has

dominated most of my life

and I owe a lot of my

personality to my career in

swimming. I was a sprinter,

however, so I’m out of my

comfort zone when it

comes to doing distance

and open water!” 

Ben is working hard at his fitness levels over

long-distance not just in a pool but also on a skiing

machine and in the gym.  u
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Funds raised at the

‘In at the Deep End’

event on September

27, will help Regain

Sports Charity, the

only UK charity

dedicated solely to

improving the

independence of

British men and

women who have

become tetraplegic as

a result of a sports

accident.

Tetraplegia is paralysis causing partial or total

loss of use of all four limbs and torso. In the UK,

between 800 and 1,200 people are paralysed

each year, with around half of these becoming

tetraplegics. Many of the injuries are caused to

people aged between 21 and 35 by jumping in to

shallow water or as a result of cycling, rugby, horse

riding, gymnastics or winter sports accidents.

“Regain has changed my life, allowing me to be

more independent and to remain positive,” said

Ben.

“The charity offers grants and invests in people

with profound sports injuries and helps them adapt

and succeed.”

With the help and support of Regain, Ben

managed to achieve qualifications for swimming

coaching and personal training, which helped him

kick-start his career and business. 

In at the Deep

End, supported by

Olympic swimmer

Mark Foster, will

feature hundreds of

people of different

abilities swimming

outdoors in support

of sports tetraplegics.  

“Ben is an

inspiration not only

to all swimmers and

tetraplegics, but

indeed to all athletes,” said Mark, a five-time

Olympian, World, European and Commonwealth

Champion and holder of eight world records in a

career spanning 23 years.

“His determination is incredible and we are right

behind his world record attempt.” 

Open to everyone over 18, supporters can

choose to swim one length (2.2km), one lap (5km)

or 10km (two laps) of the open water course.

There is a specially designed 1km course for

tetraplegic participants. 

To sign up here for the event:

https://www.dream-challenges.com/challenges/in-

at-the-deep-end-2020/ l

Sport>>

Mark Foster.
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T
HE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC might have put a

halt to the London Marathon starting on time but it

was nowhere near bad enough to stop 13 Mencap

runners training.

Mencap is the official charity of the 2020 Virgin

Money London Marathon and has entered the biggest

ever group of people with a learning disability to take

on the 26.2 mile challenge.

Re-scheduled from April to October 4, the iconic

run will showcase the team’s talents – showing the

world that with the right support people with a

learning disability can achieve their dreams and will be

doing it to raise money for Mencap. 

“We are absolutely delighted to have been chosen

as the 2020 Virgin Money London Marathon Charity of

the Year,” said Jan Tregelles, Chief Executive of the

Royal Mencap Society.

“Virgin Money shares our vision that every single

person with a learning disability deserves to be

included and feel a part of society. Our partnership will

help us to make a real difference to the lives of people

with a learning disability with All Move – our vision for

a socially inclusive world with young people with and

without a learning disability taking part in sport in

schools together.”  

Mencap will have more than 700 runners raising

money for the charity in this year’s London Marathon,

but the focus will be on the dream team squad of:

Charlotte Aspley (29 years old):

Charlotte is the Captain of the Learning

Disability Running Squad and ran her first marathon

for Mencap in 2017, raising more than £7,000. Since

then, Charlotte has taken part in the Berlin and New

York Marathons. 

Sport>>

u

Running for
MencapCharlotte, Penny, Lee and Tom ready for

their London Marathon challenge.
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“I saw the London Marathon on the TV one year and

I thought ‘I want to do that’ I applied for a ballot

place and eventually got a place in 2017. The rest is

history” says Charlotte.

Tomas Kirby (28 years old): Sport has

given Tomas his life back and a sense

of belonging he never thought he’d find. It’s this

passion – as well as a drive to highlight the

challenges faced by himself and others with a

learning disability – that has motivated Tomas to run

the 2020 Virgin Money London Marathon for

Mencap. He says: “The reason I have chosen to take

my biggest challenge yet is to inspire others to get

active because the experience of running and sport,

hockey particularly, has impacted my life physically

and mentally for the right reasons.” 

Penny Rusbridge (41 years old): Penny

grew up in Australia where she

struggled at school and needed support with her

speech, however it wasn’t until she was 40 years old

when she was diagnosed with a mild learning

disability. Now she is running the London Marathon

as part of Team Mencap, she says: “Now I know why

things happen and I’m realising that it’s nothing to be

ashamed about. I recently said to somebody that if

we were all the same, this place would be very

boring!”

Jamie Dancyger (34 years old): Jamie, a

Special Olympics athlete who has

trained and competed for 20 years in a range of

events and disciplines, has already had a stellar

sporting career. However, things could have been

very different for him.  Jamie experienced bullying

because of his learning disability when he was

younger, including students making fun of him in PE

lessons for the way he ran.  In spite of this, Jamie’s

talent for distance running started with Jamie

outlasting his classmates when taking part in an

endurance challenge, running as many laps around

the school hall as possible. The 2020 Virgin Money

London Marathon will be the first time that he has

taken on the London Marathon, but the second time

that he has taken on the distance, having completed

the Chester Marathon in just 4 hours 14 minutes.  

Megan Thomas (19 years old): Joining

Mencap Liverpool’s running group was

key to reducing the social isolation that Megan used to

experience. After moving from a remote area in North

Wales to Liverpool with her family, Megan continued

to feel lonely until she got involved with Mencap’s

running group and, since taking part, this incredible

young woman has come along leaps and bounds.

She’s now a seasoned marathon runner who already

completed the 2019 London Marathon with Mencap

Liverpool’s CEO, Sarah Jones, and now the dynamic

duo are gearing up for 2020. And that’s not all that

Megan has planned, Mencap Liverpool has also

supported her to register as a T20 runner and she

hopes to qualify to compete in the 2021 Special

Olympics.

Freddie Latham (22 years old): Freddie

has Global Development Delay and

communicates with a tablet and speech synthesizer

software. This meant that Freddie struggled to get

involved in sports when he was younger. He always

joked about taking on his local 10k but what was

initially a running-joke with a support worker has

turned into much more. One day, Freddie’s dad called

his bluff and, not one to back down from a challenge,

Freddie entered the race. He originally planned to run

with his support worker, but injury struck and

Freddie’s dad stepped in at the last minute. Freddie

was awarded the Mayors Pride Community Champion

Award in St Albans in recognition of his 10k. Now

Freddie and his dad will be tackling their longest run

ever together, the 2020 Virgin Money London

Marathon.

Sport>>
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Megan Thomas. 
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Michael Beynon (24 years old): Despite

his family being warned by doctors that he

was likely to need a wheelchair for the rest of his life,

Michael has defied all odds to become an accomplished

athlete and is now getting ready to run the 2020 Virgin

Money London Marathon. Michael is 24 and has

Down’s syndrome, a visual impairment and a muscle

condition called hypertonia, but none of this has

stopped him from competing in the Special Olympics

and winning over 60 medals at international events

across the world. He has competed in a range of sports,

including shot put, boccia, long jump, and track events,

and is now excited to take on his first ever marathon.

Llinos Gilmore-Jones (36 years old): Llinos

has won over 60 medals competing in

Special Olympics events around the world across a range

of sports including track events, standing long jump and

skiing. The 2020 Virgin Money London Marathon will be

the first time that Llinos has taken on the challenge of a

marathon, although she has been actively involved in a

range of sports from a young age and has represented

Wales as a member of the country’s Special Olympics

squad.  However, the London Marathon represents an

altogether different challenge. It’s Llinos’ first time of

doing a full marathon yet her ambitions are, as ever, sky-

high: “I want to get more medals - I aim to finish and get

the marathon medal at the end.  After that I’ll be proud,

happy, and tired!” 

Aaron Plummer (19 years old): Aaron is an

inspiring young man who has used every

opportunity thrown his way to challenge stigma and

discrimination around learning disability. Aaron has a

learning disability and cerebral palsy and is taking on the

2020 Virgin Money London Marathon for Mencap to

say thank you for supporting him to overcome barriers

and achieve his dream first job working in the hotel

industry. “I’ve been so glad for what Mencap has done

over the years,” explains Aaron. “I can’t wait to be there

in April at the start line. Proving people wrong, proving

the whole world wrong. To anyone else who is running

the 2020 Virgin Money London Marathon, all I say is:

don’t let someone say you can’t do it. No. Prove people

wrong. Run with me and achieve your dreams.” Aaron

also recently smashed his 2020 Virgin Money London

Marathon fundraising target in only 48 hours after

celebrities – like personal trainer Joe Wicks, Arsenal

footballer David Luiz, radio presenter Jo Whiley, Duncan

James from the boyband Blue, comedian Matt Forde

and Olympian Marilyn Okoro – came out to support

Aaron and send his video viral to help him achieve his

race day dreams. Aaron has now raised over £8,500

with donations coming in from supporters around the

world and, in total, his videos have achieved a reach of

around 10 million on social media and counting.

Nimesh Pattani (24 years old): Nimesh

started running as a way of keeping fit,

taking on his first marathon in 2018 in London for

Mencap. He’s decided to join Team Mencap once again

for the 2020 Virgin Money London Marathon.  “I ran in

2018 for Mencap as I'd like to see them be able to run

more projects like the Me Time project I go to. I started

going because I wanted to socialise more. We get to go

to different places like museums or cinema or bowling,

fun things like that,” says Nimesh.

Tomas Cardillo-Zallo (29 years old): Tom

is a member of the Special Olympics GB

skiing and bowling teams, and through taking inspiration

from athletes like Jessica Ennis-Hill, Paula Radcliffe and

Mo Farah, Tom’s participation in sport has also seen him

become an inspiration to others. His mum Sue, who will

also be his guide runner on the day, said: ‘It’s about how

people have been, and could be inspired by what Tom

can do, and other people with a learning disability might

think “Well if Tom can do it…

I can do it!”’ Sport has meant a huge amount to Tom

over the years and he commented: “Through sport you

get more fun out of it, and you’re not alone as much. If

you stay in your room getting bored, wasting your life

away when we’ve got an ambition to go out and be

freer.  You’re holding yourself in like a tortoise in a shell

basically, you need to come out of your shell a bit. It

builds your confidence.” 

Sport>>
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Philip Davis (34 years old): Philip has strived

throughout his life to make sure he isn’t

defined by his learning disability, and sport has been a key

part of this. Having been involved in sports from a young

age, after his mother enrolled him in gymnastics lessons at

the age of four, Philip went on to compete at national and

international levels in disability gymnastics. He joined the

national British Gymnastics Disability Team, going on to

compete at a number of national competitions, and won

dozens of medals across a range of disciplines. He was

even a member of the 2011 Special Olympics world

games, where he picked up a silver medal. Outside of

gymnastics, he has always enjoyed taking part in a variety

of sports - something that’s been key to improving his

confidence. While Philip has some long-distance running

experience he has never taken on anything as challenging

as a marathon before, and is excited about hitting another

big milestone in his sporting career.

Lee Hope (52 years old): With 21 marathon

medals under his belt, Lee is aiming to add to

his already impressive collection of marathon medals. Lee

is hugely proud of his achievements and thinks more

people with a learning disability should take up sport. He

says: “It’s important for everyone to keep fit and do things.

I keep training and keep swimming. I do something to keep

fit every day. I like to train hard and eat the right foods so I

have the best chance of finishing”.

Good luck from us all at 

Living With Disability
To find out more go to

https://www.mencap.org.uk/event/2020-virgin-money-

london-marathon or

https://www.virginmoneylondonmarathon.com/

Sport>>

All Move Promotes
Inclusive Sport

S
CHOOLS ACROSS ENGLAND and Wales

have teamed up with Mencap to launch the

pioneering All Move schools programme.

The UK’s leading learning disability charity

believes the inclusive sports programme –

underway before the Coronavirus forced the

closure of schools in March - will continue to

transform attitudes towards learning disability in

younger people when students return to school.

All Move is funded from the income

generated by the charity being the official charity

partner of the 2020 Virgin Money London

Marathon – now scheduled to be run in October.

“All Move is such a great initiative and I was

very privileged to see the programme working

when I visited a school in Birmingham,” said

Mencap Ambassador Charlotte Aspley. “People

with a learning disability, like me, don’t often get

the same opportunities to take part in sport

because we don’t feel confident enough or may

experience discrimination and bullying.

“I found it really hard at school and felt like

the other children didn’t get my disability and

treated me differently. It would have been great

to have a programme like All Move because it

Charlotte Aspley.

u
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would have changed attitudes and I would not have

felt so isolated.

“Of course young people with learning difficulties

face many challenges but it doesn’t mean they can’t

join in, enjoy sport and often excel.”

The project will bring 1200 children aged 11-16,

both with and without a learning disability, together

through sport. They will take part in 26 hours of

inclusive sports sessions over the school year – a

virtual marathon - like wheelchair rugby, walking

hockey, climbing walls and even zorbing.

Learning Together
As a team, children with and without a learning

disability will work together on an equal platform

trying different physical activities and learning new

skills. Over the course of the programme the

children will build friendships, increase their

confidence levels and also see their attitudes change

about what a learning disability is and how they

view people with a learning disability.

There are 1.5 million people with a learning

disability in the UK, defined as a reduced intellectual

ability which affects people for their whole lives.

People with a learning disability might take longer to

learn new things or may need support to do

everyday activities. 

Research shows that children with a learning

disability are less accepted and have fewer friends

than children without a learning disability, and that

children without a disability tend to express more

negative attitudes towards children with a learning

disability than children with any other disability.

“Everybody has a right to be able to take part in

sport and All Move is a good way for everyone to

be included,” added Dean Meuleman, another

Mencap Ambassador. “It shouldn’t matter what

your ability is – doing sport should be about taking

part and having fun. 

“I know that an inclusive sports programme like All

Move would have helped me participate more and

feel more confident at school, and this would have

set me up for life better. Inclusive sport has the

power to change attitudes to include everybody,

including people with a learning disability like me. 

“We want our partnership with the 2020 Virgin

Money London Marathon to be a game-changer for

people with a learning disability. And that’s why

we’re pleased to be working with schools to help

bring children both with and without a learning

disability together through inclusive sport to help

change attitudes towards learning disability for the

next generation.”

If you know a mainstream or SEN school who

would love to get involved with All Move or want to

find out more go to

https://www.mencap.org.uk/about-us/our-

projects/all-move l

Sport>>
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